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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The following report consists of two major parts. Part I presents an
overview of technological risk management, noting major contributions and current
research needs. Part II details a proposed program of energy research, including
discussions of some seven recommended projects.

Part I notes the remarkable surge of interest, and concern, over the risks
which confront society. The challenge to managing such risks are several: to
anticipate and avoid risks rather than suffer their consequences, to discover
cost-effective means for their control, and to take account of changing public
values in decision-making. Resolution of risk problems must be achieved in the
face of substantial uncertainty as to what the scientific facts are, of conflict-
ing judgements in the scientific community, of public pressure to make quick
decisions, and of a shortage of overall theory to guide effective response.

Risk management research has reached a plateau. Several major overviews
have appeared structuring the field, a new monograph series is being undertaken,
a new risk analysis journal is likely to appear soon, and numerous conferences
have and will be held. Further progress will need to address a number of needs.
Methodology of risk assessment has far outstripped the ability to incorporate its
results in decision-making. There has been a general lack of work which is com-
parative in nature. Governmental handling of risks has often been ad hoc and
case-by-case, highlighting the need for risk taxonomies. Methods for judging
risk intolerability are underdeveloped. More effective means of informing and '
responding to public concerns are a high priority.

Part II addresses these issues within the context of Swedish energy risks.
The proposed energy risk research program addresses two basic problem areas:
improving the management of energy risks and energy risk communication and public
response. Specific recommended projects are given for each. A summary table and
a diagram showing the interrelationships among the projects follow.

A, IMPROVING THE MANAGEMENT OF ENERGY RISKS

Project #1: A Critical Review of the Major Swedish Energy Risk
Assessments

'Sweden has been a major producer of large energy risk assess-
ments. The time is opportune for a searching review focussed on
the extent to which such assessments have clarified the risks
involved, narrowed the scientific debate, been used by key groups
and officials, and improved safety regulation policy. (12-15
person months of effort)

Project $2: Comparing National Responses to Energy Risks (Stage 1)

A comparative analysis of how different countries assess and
respond to energy risks, treating both the selectivity in what
nations choose to worry about and the effectiveness of alternative
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institutions and management strategies.''' This first stage of work
would involve assembling an international study team to develop
the research questions and preparing initial overview reports.
(2A person months)

Project #3: Reducing Inconsistency in the Management of Energy
Pollutants

A study to compare current approaches to energy pollutants
management with those suggested by a comprehensive treatment of
all releases, pathways, and exposure receptors. Two research
nodules are proposed: one involving case studies of particular
energy pollutants (perhaps with particular reference to coal-
burning), and a second examining the possibility of extending
radiation protection philosophy to selected energy pollutants.
(12-24 person months)

Project #4; The Local Commune as Energy Risk Manager: A Pilot
Study

A pilot study to define what energy risks are now handled by
the local commune and generic problems in its performance.
Attention will be given to the technical capability and resources
of the commune. A research design will be formulated for a fuller
study of the issues uncovered. (3-4 person months)

B. ENERGY RISK COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC RESPONSE

Project Ü5: Energy Risk Presentation in the Mass Media

An analysis of various mass media to identify trends to energy
risk coverage, to assess the scientific accuracy of risk informa-
tion presented, to assess the internal processes in journalism
which affect risk portrayal, and to suggest means for improving
mass-media performance. Both general trends and specific case
analyses of energy risk events will be involved. (24 person months)

Project /'6; Campaigns for Public Information aad Consensus-Building

A study to assess the relative effectiveness of various types
of campaigns designed to increase public understanding and consensus
of energy risks. Two research modules are proposed: a longitudinal
study of public opinion in Sweden leading to the spring referendum
on nuclear energy, and a cross-national study of past campaigns.
(12-18 person months)

Project #7: Public Attitudes in Defining Intolerable Risk Levels

Building upon research results and methodologies already developed,
this study seeks to develop a broad profile of Swedish attitudes to
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technological risks. Contrasts will be-ifestablished between Swedish
and other national publics. Means will be suggested for incorporating
public preferences in public policy and for improving the public
understanding of energy risks. (15 person months)



A SUMMARY TABLE OV THE PROPOSE!) RESEARCH PROGRAM

PROJECT OBJECTIVES PRODUCTS

ESTIMATED
EFFORT

(in person months)
SUGGESTED
PRIORITY

#1 Energy Risk
Assessment
Review

#2 Comparing
National
Responses
(Stap,e 1)

113 Reducing Incon-
sistency In Risk
Management

It A Local. Commune
Study

#5 Mass-Media
Study

//6 Campaigns for
Information and
Consensus-
Building

//7 Attitudes In
Defining Intol-
erable Risk -

Assess rish clarification, nar-
rowing of debate, and impact
upon public policy. Define use
by key groups.

Determine selective response,
consensus In risk evaluation,
and effectiveness of institu-
tions and strategies; state
lessons

Identify ineffective responses,
formulate alternative strate-
gies, recommend new procedures

Identify scope of risk manage-
ment and problems in performance
and cooperation; suggest
research strategy

Identify trends, assess accuracy
and coverage differences,
analyze internal journalistic
processes, note failings and
suggest improvements

Develop information base, cate-
gorize and assess campaigns,
relate findings to other re-
search, present recommendations

Define public perceptions,
relate to risk and social cor-
relates, suggest means for
incorporating and Improving

Technical report, including
panel debate and recommenda-
tions

Country studies monograph of
results, programmatic state-
ments

Technical reports, with
recommendations

Report detailing findings
and proposing a research plan

Series of scholarly reports,
catalogue of selected risk
events, recommendations

Technical reports on each
research module, with speci-
fication of lessons

A popular profile of findings;
a technical report with
recommenintions

12-15

24

Mod. 1—12-15
Mod. 2—9

3-4

24

Mod. 1—12
Mod. 2—6

15

HIGH

HIGH

MEDIUM

HIGH
f* ̂

l'

HIGH

MEDIUM

MEDIUM



Relationships In The Proposed Research Program

Swedish Impact of assessment possible methods,institutional 1imits
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results
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cross-national context

MASS MEDIA
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IN RISK MANAGEMENT

role of localities in other countries

limits
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by constraints pcsad by
Media Presentation Of Risk To Public

possible
conflicts
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jShk.

\%p

ATTITUDES IN
DEFINING
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input for designing campaigns
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MANAGING TECHNOLOGICAL RISKS: AN OVERVIEW
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MANAGING TECHNOLOGICAL SISKS: AN OVERVIEW

The past decade has witnessed a remarkable surge of interest, and concern,

over the risks which confront society. Thsse risks stem both from events occur-

ring in nature and those associated with the growth of technology. It is apparent

that while natural hazards impose continuing substantial burdens upon developing

countries, in developed countries technological risks have emerged as the greater

problem, as measured both in the toll of human mortality and morbidity and the

difficulty posed for managerial institutions (Harriss, Hohenemser and Kates, 1978).

Publics worldwide are recognizing that technology carries a mixed blessing—

increased affluence and opportunity on the one hand and new risks in daily life

on the other. Confronted by a bewildering array of societal "scares" and growing

public concern, risk management has become a major new governmental activity,

comparable in scale to such traditional sectors of public policy as transportation,

crime, and urban policy. In its service and championing its virtues is a new

legion of professional risk assessors, variously ensconced in think tanks, con-

sulting firms, regulatory agencies, and universities.

Technological risks present a rather special problem for society, for tech-

nology has historically been seen as an inherently beneficial activity, one which

emerged rather naturally from the application of ingenuity and capital to the

organization of production. When a particular technological innovation has

promised new social benefits and/or increased profit margins for a firm, the

individual has been apprised, or convinced (as through advertising), of the gains

to be had (e.g., electricity too cheap to meter). No public airing of hazard

potential has customarily occurred, though some judgement on safety has likely

been rendered. There has been no perceived role, or need, for public intrusion.



Rather, it has historically been a matter fïïr.'the sponsors of the technology

and for the specialized guardians of public safety. But since the prospective

harm occurs chiefly among the workers who fashion the products and the publics

who consume them, there is a growing sense that something over which people have

no knowledge or control is being done to them. Although this falling out with

technology stems in part from the genuine side-effects of its application (as

with the two million premature worker deaths anticipated in the II. S. over the

next three decades from asbestos exposure), it often overlooks the other ledger

column—technology's contribution to the reduction of mortality from natural

hazards and infectious diseases, and to increased affluence. In any event the special-

ized guardians of safety are caught, in the middle. The apparent barrage of

credibility questions adds substantially to the management predicament.

The central problem in hazard management is that many hazards become apparent

only ifter the fact, after the consequences of the event have already been experi-

enced. The challenges to risk management are several: to anticipate and avoid

hazards rather than suffer their consequences, to discover cost-effective means

for their control, and to take account of changing public values in decision-

making. Resolution of hazard problems must be achieved in the face of substantial

uncertainty as to what the scientific facts are, of conflicting judgements in the

scientific community, of public pressure to make quick decisions, and of a

iT-n'ti»(? -if o-'pr^ll theory tt g?;i^° effective response.

The purpose of the discussion to follow is to set forth a common language

and set of concepts for analyzing the management of technological risks. The

intent is to overview the current state-of-the-art and to stimulate active dis-

cussion of systematic approaches oriented to generic rather than unique issues.



The Rise of Risk Management

Risk management is both a very old and a very new field. Fron the time that

the first caveman began to utilize fire, the individual has been a manager of

technological risks. Since ancient times, a variety of means have emerged to

deal with hazards, be they ingenious warning systems (the use of birds in coal

mines), specialized societal roles for dealing with uncertainty (wizards and

shamans), or simply cultural means for risk avoidance (food taboos).

Since risks tend to appear in concentrated form in the workplace, it is not

surprising that risks have frequently first become apparent in the occupational

environment. With the expanding commerce in gold, silver, iron, copper, and lead

during the 15th century, for example, the first publication on occupational

disease entitled On the Poisonous, Evil Vapors and Fumes of Metals appeared in

1472 (Schottenfeld and Haas, 1979). Agricola's De Re Metallica (1556), which appeared

shortly thereafter, provided a comprehensive treatment on accidents and diseases

among miners and smelters of gold and silver. Raraazzini's Discourse on the

Diseases of Workers (1700) provided a comprehensive survey of existing knowledge

on the diseases believed to be caused by a particular occupation. In 1975 the

first clinical report on occupational carcinogenesis appeared analyzing the inci-

dence of cancer of the scrotum among chimney sweeps in England (Potts, 1775).,

Formal evaluation of uncertainty also has its roots in the Middle Ages. With.

the grovicli o£ cai lLxiu£ «.oimuercë, as.n-lta..\c^ e.̂ ivcc» u.^ni üc: deuiiug -.vitli tl:u risk

of cargo loss. Maritime insurance companies are known to have operated as early

as the 14th century in Spain. Setting insurance rates required a quantitative -,"'

estimate of expected cargo loss. This the insurance agents obtained from the

empirical records of past losses. The assessed risk dictated the insurance rates,

and the agent's profit provided a measure of the validity of the assessment

(Mazur, 1979).
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The recent rapid development of risk management is, however, linked to more

proximate events. The sources are several, but largely center on techniques for

risk estimation. First, World War II sparked a substantial development in Britain

and the United States in statistical techniques for dealing with failure and

reliability. This set of techniques became collectively known as "operations

research," and was credited with winning the Battle of Britain. Armed with the

power of the computer and mathematical modelling, the technique became the prevailing

paradigm for analyzing complex technological and social issues during the 1950's

and 1960's, most notably in "cost-benefit analysis" as applied by Secretary of

Defense McSamara to the procurement of sophisticated weapons systems. Perhaps

the greatest development took place in the aerospace industry, where "systems

analysis," "systems management,11 and "reliability analysis" were required if

bidding for government contracts were to be successful.

A second major source was the environmental movement of the 1960's and

1970's. The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 required that environmental

impact statements set out, preferably quantitatively, the various benefits and

costs of federally funded projects. The methodology involved has not been very

sophisticated, comprising largely the taxonometric display of potential outcomes,

nevertheless, a very sizeable industry of individuals experienced in impact assess-

ment has emerged, providing a cadre of professionals as a ready pool of expertise

for *-\v £7"ow*-h of «•*:•*: *ss«!Fsm<»nt ... -, - . , . . . . . .

Third, the nuclear power industry has been the producer, and consumer

sine qua non of risk assessment methodology. Beginning in 1957 an Atomic Energy j.

Commission report (Atomic Energy Commission, 1957) calculated the consequences of

a hypothetical nuclear accident. But, according to Otway (1979), technical risk

estimation studies during the 1960's were still an "outside-the-establishment"

activity of some 10-15 scientists, and suggesting that risks were larger than zero
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was still quite unpopular with regulators and technologists. A major watershed

vas the Calveft Cliffs court decision of 1971, which interpreted the National

Environment Policy Act (NEPA) as requiring quantified risk-benefit analysis.

Also noteworthy was the appearance of Chauncey Starr's "Social Benefit versus

Technological Risk" (Starr» 1969) which set forth his "revealed preference"

approach to technological risk and buttressed the role of nuclear power. The

Rasmussen Report (Atomic Energy Commission, 1974), of course, is perhaps the best

developed of such formal risk assessments.

Curiously neglected in this outpouring of effort on techniques of risk esti-

mation is the larger field of risk management. Here the nost significant work

has been that of a group of geographers working on natural hazards, vhose legacy

may provide a conceptual beginning for a broader approach. But the present state

of the field is very much that of an immature discipline, where scope and basic

concepts are disputed and methods tend to predominate as the subject of attention.

It is a situation calling for modesty in claims as to what the field can offer.

It is apparent that a plateau has been reached in risk management research.

Within the past several years several major overviews have appeared structuring the

field and summarizing the current state of thinking. These include Burton and Whyte

(fids.), Environmental Risk-Management (1979); Burton, Kates, and White, The Environ-

ment as Hazard (1978); and Kates (ed.), Managing Technological Hazard; Research

wpg/Je; ̂ p* Ô oor»•'"»:} M e " f!977)' T.o*-Tr-a.n'>e. Of /Vccrs*"̂ '1*; 'RI-ÏV O 0 7 0 : FOVP A" >".̂ f.o*ny

of Risk (1377). The Risk Generation and Risk Assessment in a Social Perspective

project sponsored by the Committee for Future Oriented Research in Sweden has suggesrsa

a broad range of concerns for analysis. Major recent conferences have been held at

Palo Alto (Okrent group); Woods Hole, Massachusetts (Clark university); Washington, D.C.

(Mitre Corp.); Association for the Advancement of American Science (for Congress);

the Beijer Institute in Stockholm; the Battelle Institute in Wolfersheim; the ,
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European Economie Community and CERD in West Berlin, Germany; and General Motors

at Detroit. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is also currently

considering a major effort on this subject. A hazard management series has

appeared in the American journal Environment, while the British publisher Allen

and Unwin is undertaking a new series of monographs on the subject under the

editorship of Ian Burton, Several sources are considering a new journal in the

field. In short, there has been no shortage of overview in recent books and con-

ferences. The question is: what is required for progress beyond the current,

plateau of research?

Several avenues are apparent. Although there is r -spidly growing scienti-

fic effort in risk research, it is fragmentary and uncoordinated. Methodology of

risk assessment has far outstripped the ability to incorporate its results in

decision-making. In fact, there are important gaps in our knowledge as tc how

such judgements and decisions are actually made at present. To date, there has "

been a general lack of research which is comparative in nature, despite the clear

need to define strategies for societal response to hazards and to identify

effective institutional arrangements. Governmental handling of hazards has often

been ad hoc and case-by-case, highlighting the need for taxonomies of hazards,

treating both structural attributes of hazards and socio-psychological response.

Scientific effort has concentrated to date on advanced industrial societies to

f be i-»1 oHir» -ic"*1 (•—• of r*.** in d^'eionin» «nc.ieties, At the logistical level,

although a number of major research groups exist in Europe and the United States,

few have long-term research support and linkages are sporadic. Most importantly,

effort needs to turn from the preoccupation with the tool kit to the. formulation

of theory»

The Concept of Risk

Much present discussion stems from conflicting or inconsistent uses of the
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tern "risk." To some it is simply the probability that some specific outcome

will occur, whether that outcome is desired or feared. Others tend to conceive

of risk largely in terms of the likelihood of the worst set of consequences.

As used here, risk refers to the probability of events together with the

adverse consequences or harm which follow. Whether a particular consequence

constitutes harm frequently can be determined only by reference to the values of

the exposed person. The televised programming of sexual material or violence is

seen as harmful by some viewers but not others. Some individuals accept the

potential invasion of privacy involved with information banks whereas others do

not. Recently the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ruled that the mental health of

people living near the damaged Three Mile Island reactor, including their fears

over radiation, had to be considered in the decision to allow even the undamaged

reactor to resume operations (O'Toole, 1979). Risk, in short, is normative as

well as descriptive in nature; risk assessment, it follows, is intrinsically a

normative as well as scientific activity.

From this definition of risk, several difficulties are apparent in its

estimation. The first is the problem of completeness. To estimate risk, one

must identify the range of events which can lead to undesired consequences, define

the full set of consequences associated with particular events, and finally

quantify both the likelihood of events and the magnitude of various consequences.

three reasons:- (1) because experience with new technologies and products is

limited and they are often complex, the full identification of events depends

heavily upon human ingenuity and imagination (as through simulation, logic,

gaming or use of analogies), (2) the social and technological context in which .

the hazard is embedded is continually changing (e.g., no two reactors are the

sane, the growth of terrorism), and (3) the values which define harm, and
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therefore determine completeness in consequence enumeration, are variable by

social group and continually changing over time. It is not surprising, then,

that the events feared at the time a technology is introduced frequently turn

out to be minor whereas those which pass unnoticed have major impacts, or that

we inevitably tend to correct for the last, not the future, accident. Certainly

the impacts cf the automobile upon urbanization/suburbanization and air quality

were not anticipated; the dose of advertized sugar products to children was not

foreseen as a risk of television; and the safety rectifications following Browns'

Ferry did not prevent the Three Mile Island accident. Estimated risk, in short,

depends more than a little upon the cleverness of the estimator and a healthy

dash of serendipity.

Rancorous social conflicts frequently turn on the scope of effects included

under the risk umbrella. The problem of "risk residuals," the unassassad portions

of the actual risk, lurks in wait for the risk manager.

An interesting recent development in risk assessment procedures directed to

this problem is the risk accouating procedure of Inhaber (197 ) . In this study,

Inhaber examined the literature of various energy sources and attempted to accumu-

late the risks through the entire production cycle, treating the mining and

manufacture of materials, the generation of power, back-up systems, generation of

power, and transport and disposal of wastes. Unfortunately, the accuracy of the

üLuuj .«.s» u:^>(.u JL». «. .".wiü̂ i. ^Z 'i_.>p~c.'-i;. Ti^jri -. "Snv" *rh" re?*»]*:;5, w* corrected

by Holdren et al. (1979). Risk estimation has a purpose and past practice, both

of which, limit its scope and accuracy. The purpose of the estimation often

determines what is included and what left out. Estimators also tend to be imprisoned

by the mandates of the agency (x and y effects, but not z, shall be taken into

account), the availability of indicators (the dose commitment concept), or the

past practice of a particular profession (health physicists confronted by social
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impacts). So while heated debates occur as to whether the risk of a core melt-

down is 2 x 10~ or 10 , the issue at root often is as much about the risk

residuals—civil liberties, inequities, and centralization of decision-making.

Yet the sterile quarrel over the precise quantitative expression of low-proba-

bility accident risk remains as the battleground, often because institutional

limitations prevent the discussion of what critics most want to debate.

The second key problem involves the meaning of the estimate once it is

finished. Once the figures of probabilities and effects are set forth, there is

still the inherent difficulty of determining what value should be: assigned to

them. - To what should they be compared? What benefits (if any) should we be

prepared to forego? - How does the loss of a scenic landscape (as along the upper

Hudson River) or an endangered species (the darter snail) compare with small

health effects or with substantial benefits? Are the risks from meteors a help-

ful comparison for understanding nuclear power plant risks? If not, what is?

These questions indicate the extent to which difficult value issues pervade, and

oft undermine, risk assessments.

Risk Management: Definitions and Concepts

Risk management is the purposeful activity, institutionalized or not, by

which society (1) informs itself of the nature, extent, and meaning of risks,

(2) decides either to accept the risks or to trade off other values to reduce,

redistribute, or mitigate the risks, and (if the latter) (3) designs and insti-

tutes control or mitigation measures. Risk management, in these terms, is one

V
of the broad ways by which society responds to risk, the other being by

adaptation over the long term (Burton, Kates and White: 197 ) .

Risk management involves two major functions: intelligence and control

(Figure 2). Intelligence provides the information needed to determine if a
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problem ex i s t s , to make choices, and to assess whether success has been achieved.

Figure 2

A SCHEMA OF RISK MANAGEMENT

Intelligence
\ Function " • " ..

Prospective

Identifying risks
Evaluating risks
Analyzing control

Retrospective

Evaluating risk reduction,
redistribution, or mitigation
achieved

Evaluating control strategy

Control ' : ;,
Function

Trade-Off Decision-Making

Assigning risk priority
Judging risk intdierability-
Setting management objectives
Selecting control strategy

Designing_and Instituting Controls

Designing control strategies

Implementing control measures

It is partly prospective, in that the manager must identify and interpret risks

as well as develop the information required for its control before the risk.con-

sequences are experienced, ix. xs partly retrospective m kudu LU«S cüccclvtiiuasi

of control efforts must be evaluated. Control involves trading off other values

for risk reduction, redistribution, or mitigation. Also involved, of course, is

the actual work of designing and implementing control measures. Figure 3 shows

the activities in flow chart form.

Each management function has its costs, of course. Intelligence costs

include such items as risk monitoring, tests to determine toxicity, risk assessment
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studies, peer reviews, cost/benefit analyses, and the expenses of legal proceed-

ings. Control costs are the time and monetary costs entailed in key decision-

making procedures (transaction costs) and in the actual costs imposed by the

control measures themselves. The latter includes the value of benefits foregone

and costs passed on to industry (and consumers) as well as the actual prices of

managing control (inspectors, record-keeping, enforcement). Optimal allocation

of scarce managerial resources o%Ter both functions is a challenge for hazard

managers. Crisis situations, for example, may encourage inadequate investment,

in prospective intelligence and result in insufficient understanding of the

causality of the risk. Conflict situations may call for substantial investment

in detailed procedures so that trade-off decision-making will achieve legitimacy.

Previous studies in the United States of the Environmental Protection Agency

(National Academy of Sciences, 1977) and the Consumer Product Safety Commission

(Bick and Kasperson, 1978) have revealed a reluctance to invest in retrospective

intelligence, a situation which ensures that decision-makers will fail to lsarn

from past mistakes.

Managers and Monitors. Risk managers are those who create risk intelligence and

who aake decisions affecting the nature and extent of risks. Although it is

increasingly customary to think of managers as regulators, in fact regulators

constitute only one (and not the largest) class of managers. There are five

major types of managers: " .

— Technology sponsors. These may be either governmental agencies
or private firms which develop or utilize technology to
provide goods and services. The traditional assumption has
been that the technology sponsor acts with sufficient re-
straint as not to endanger the public, or, that failing,
that those exposed to risk would either be compensated with
higher wages (in the workplace) or substantial product
benefits (outside the workplace) or would seek damages through
litigation.
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— Folicy-makers. Included are not only legislators and their
staffs at all levels of government, but executive branch
officials (e.g., the Council for Environmental Quality) who
are instrumental in shaping policy, and standard-setting
groups (e.g., National Council for Radiological Protection)
who nay be quite autonomous.

— Regulators. These are the officials formally charged by
society with identifying and controlling risks. Since in
all countries they have emerged over time in patchwork
fashion, they characteristically differ widely in authority,
resources, and legislative mandates.

— Assessors. These individuals provide the expert support for
the intelligence function; their growing importance in a
management process increasingly dependent upon technical
analysis, warrants explicit recognition. ï-fost prominent in
the U. S. is the National Academy of Sciences, the nearest
thing to a national institute for risk assessment, which
has conducted some 50 risk assessments over the past five
years, but also included are the large consulting firms
(e.g., Mitre Corporation, Bechtel, Battelle Institute,
Sandia Laboratories), the national laboratories, and the
elite universities. In Sweden, the various organizations
and institutions which participate in the reiaiss system are
important parts of this assessor system.

—'• Individuals. Risk is experienced primarily by individuals.
Historically, of course, the individual has had to fend for
himself with technological risks. With the growth of tech-
nology, however, government is increasingly assuming this
role. Yet many risks are still probably best managed by
individuals, and some risk controls (e.g., labelling) aim to
enhance the individual's capabilities.

Besides the managers officially designated by society, there are also the

self-appointed guardians of safety. These are the risk monitors, those who look

over the shoulders of the managers. They provide a political counterbalance to

the technology sponsor, act as agenda setters for policy makers and regulators,

and form an early alert of risk for the public. While in the past the tradition-

al environmental and civic groups acted rather ineffectively in this role, the

modern risk monitors are a highly organized and professional lobby. In fact, the

lines between the society-appointed managers and these self-appointed guardians

are increasingly blurred. With their incorporation in almost all formal risk
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evaluation and decision processes, they have become an integral part of the

management structure.

Two major groups are involved:

— Adversarial groups. The growth of environmental, "public-
interest," consumer groups has been one of the most remarkable
changes in the American polity during this century. With a
highly developed scientific and legal capability and with a
growing specialization in expertise, "these groups provide a
powerful monitoring network for technological risks. They
are not, despite their claims, the spokespeople of "the
public interest," however, and merit the same critical scrutiny
given to managers.

— Mass media. As a principal risk communicator to government
officials and the public, the mass media plays an essential
role in shaping society's response to technological risks.
Widely noted has been its agenda-setting function—through
selective publicity, the mass media influences greatly what
will be society's worry-beads, those issues that will be
extensively aired and fretted over while other problems are
neglected. Whereas the media's scientific capability is growing
little is known as to the internal rules which govern their
handling of risk.

Risk Identification. Risk managers do net like surprises. Given the complexity

permeating most risk issues, a managerial decision disposing of the case can

usually be rationalized in some way. What is unacceptable, indeed downright

dangerous, to the continued well-being, of the manager, is to miss the existence of

a risk completely, or to fail to realize its "hazardousness." For this reason,

managers employ a variety of systematic means of risk identification.

The major tools of risk identification, according to Kates (1977, 24-27),

are research, screening, monitoring and diagnosis, Basic research is usually not

primarily risk-search oriented, so that the identification of risk by this means

is often a by-product of the process. More important for risk managers, are the

screening and monitoring systems established specifically for systematic risk

identification. Screening involves standardized procedures for classifying

products, phenomena, or persons for their risk potential; as such it may be

thought of as a "fishing expedition." Monitoring is a recurrent process of

1
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observation and measurement of some critical indicator, Cumulation of a hazard-

ous condition, or failure of a preventive device; as such it requires knowledge

of threat potential. In diagnosis, risk identification occurs through the

analysis of indicators or symptoms of consequences.

The data bases which underlie these systems and the procedures used vary

widely in quality and usefulness. Entire risk areas or classes of consequences

may have little systematic screening or monitoring. The dependence of these

systems on an initial suspicion and on ready indicators of harm may result in sub-

stantial omissions. While physical health effects and, increasingly-, ecological

effects are monitored, there is usually no systematic appraisal of mental health'

or sociopolitical consequences. Attempts to monitor and estimate social risks,

as O'Riordan (1978) points out, will surely be enormously time consuming^ fear-

fully expensive, and continually subject to analytical criticism.

At the same time, the scientific knowledge and technology for risk identifi-

cation and measurement has improved remarkably. Concentrations in. parts per

billion can now be determined, a dramatic increase in identification capability.

Yet the progress is two-edged for it poses new burdens on what to look for and

even larger demands on the whole complicated intelligence apparatus which follows.

The capacity to identify risks, in short, threatens to overwhelm a reasonable

societal capability to respond.

become known through "outbreaks," the experience of consequences. In such cases>

vigilant monitors often act as the risk identifiers, bringing such events to the

attention of society and demanding action. Outbreaks are unwelcome news for both

the technology sponsor who has a substantial stake in the product and the manager

who "missed" the risk. Despite the publicity which surrounds such events,

evidence suggests that risk identification is becoming more rather than less
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effective over time (Kasperson: 1977)..

Assigning Priorities. Risk managers cannot, of course, deal simultaneously with.

all identified risks within their domains of responsibility. Somehow the risk.

domain must be ordered and priorities attached to the many candidates for mana-

gerial attention. Establishing priorities for detailed evaluation and possible

control measures according tc sound and defensible principles is crucial for

orderly risk management. But the criteria for priorities are laden with value

considerations:—is it the aggregate risk or the distribution of risk which is

more important: Should ecological risk receive lower priority than health risks?

Should children receive greater protection priority than adults? What value

should be placed on future generations? Inevitably, establishing priorities ..••..•-.:„

requires trading off some values to achieve others.^ Perhaps one of the most norma-_

tive decisions a risk manager, or risk monitor for that matter, makes is the

initial one of what to work on.

Yet it is often outside pressures rather than value conflict which shapes

priorities. In its analysis of chemical regulation in the United States, a

National Academy of Science study concluded rather pessimistically that "stories

in the morning newspaper probably have more impact on what decisions c.oiae before

the agency head than most internal agency processes of problem identification or

priority-setting" (National Academy of Sciences, 1975, 33). In its follow-up

Sciences (1977, 111-114) found a number of inescapable external factors influencing

-?
priority-setting: ' •?

— the legislation that EPA administers details particular regü-
labory controls and long-term objectives

— court decisions require EPA to address problems which it
wishes to defer



— shifts which arise in the public's environmental preference!;
as the practical consequences of regulatory programs become
clearer and as economic conditions change

— unforeseen risk outbreaks—the "hazard-of-the-week" syndrome.

It has been, however, the preoccupation of EPA leadership with immediate crises

which has roost detracted from a considered approach to long-term objectives.

Crisis management, involving as it does case-by-case response, threatens to

sabotage modern risk management because the risk doir-ains involved are enormous iri

extent and heterogeneity. Under the Toxic Substances Control Act, for example,, -"'

EPA is charged with the formidable task of screening the 70,000 or more chemical

substances now in commerce, and the thousand or so entering the market each year

(Costle: 1978). Just keeping up would require the Agency to rule on fcur new

chemical applications every working day, clearly an impossible task (Culliton:

1978, 1198). In fact, taken together, all federal agencies in the U. S. had by

early 1979 issued regulations to stop or reduce exposure to about 26 carcinogenic

substances, but some evidence of carcinogenicity has been found for about another

400 chemicals, with about 30 to 35 established as carcinogenic in huiaans (Carter:

1979, 525-526). And even many of these actions are quite incomplete. Although

PCBs have recently beer, banned, for example, there is still no comprehensive

national program under way to deal with the 750 million pounds already in

existence.

The Consumer Product Safety Commission provides a clear example of how things

can go wrong in. the absence of clear priorities. The Commission has domain of ^ ;

risk responsibility which includes some 2.5 million firms, more than 10,000

products, and some 30,000 consumer deaths and 20 million consumer injuries. With

limited resources, managing such an extensive and variegated risk domain would

have been difficult under the best of circumstances. Yet the Commission com-

pounded the difficulty by failing to set any clear priorities for action in the
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first years of its existence. Rather, it dispersed its efforts indiscriminately

among risks of widely varying importance. Its first mandatory standard involved

swimming pool slides, an action which earned the Corrnnission the enduring ridicule

of critics and congressional overseers. Subsequent regulations fluctuated

erratically between serious and trivial hazards, a situation resulting in mis-

placed resources and a performance widely viewed as among the worst of U. S.

federal regulatory agencies.

The message is clear. Effective risk management requires a well-ordered

risk domain. But since this structure is intrinsicall:/ normative as well as

scientific, it should be formulated, and rationalized, openly and in consultation

with various interested parties. The inevitable incremental shaping of risk

control prograas which occur in annual agency budget requests will need to be

Bade consonant with flexible long-term objectives.

Judging Risk Intolerability

One of the most difficult tasks facing the hazard manager is determining

whether a particular product or technology is "safe" or "unsafe;" in other words,

does the level of risk involved require actions to reduce or mitigate it. This

has been mislabeled the "acceptable risk" issue.- Lowrance, for example, argues

that,"a thing is safe if its attendant risks are judged acceptable" (Lowrance,

be iaade, the point is that no risk is acceptable if it can be reduced still

further. To suggest otherwise is to provide moral justification for trading

practical constraints against lives, an unacceptable position for a regulatory

agency charged with public protection. Moreover, technological risks are rarely

accepted in the strict sense; they are imposed upcn individuals, often without

warning or information.
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For these reasons, the term "risk .intolerability11 would appear to describe

better the management situation. What is at stake is identifying whether the

level of risk is "intolerable." If so, then the risk manager must intervene to

reduce the risk at minimum to the level it becomes "tolerable" and at maximum

to the level it is "acceptable" (at or near zero risk). There is, in other words,

a gray area between "tolerable" and "acceptable" risk where safety standards are

set, depending upon the constraints operating upon risk reduction and the resources

of the nanager (Figure 4).

Figure 4

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF INTOLERABLE RISK

expected
health
effects

intolerable risk level

tolerable risk level >
I latitudes for
I™" standard-setting

acceptable risk level '

zero risk

Judging risk intolerability is intrinsically value-laden. In essence, all

such judgements confront the ageless question of what is in the public interest.

But public interest theory, alas, provides few directives, for there is little

philosophical agreement as to the meaning of the concept, or even whether the

concept confuses more than it reveals (Cochran, 1974). Philosophical determinants

include natural law, utility theory, virtual representation, and political
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compromise, with some theorists arguing that there are only the incerests of

publics whereas others (Marxists) holding that true interests exist whether or

not the public happens to be interested in them. (Balbus, 1971). Some risk

managers continue to believe that the expert (superior wisdom) is the best guide

to what is in the public interest.

What is needed is a conception consistent •with western democratic theory but

directive to the risk manager. Despite the fact that values permeate risk

decisions and judgement is a primary reason for the existence of such public

managers, the current bureaucratic tendency is to regard all questions of value

as beyond its concern (Coates, 1971, 32). The making of such tradeoff decisions

also cannot be relegated to the political process for it cannot possibly produce

the myriad of such judgements required daily.

In a democracy, determining risk intolerability at essence involves second-

guessing what the public wants. This has led Rowe, for example, to a very prag-

...r.tio definition of risk acceptability—a risk is acceptable when the public

accepts it (Rowe, 1979). While this pushes the conception in the correct direc-

tion, further elaboration is nected. The wants at stake are not public wants as

they occur indiscriminately, with risks frequently misperceived, information

faulty, or benefits misunderstood. They are not, in short, wants as they exist

in the absence of consideration and/or adequate information. What the hazard

state—what will public preferences be in a context of informed consent, when

interests have become well-defined, issues dissected and debated at great length,

and individuals free to choose. In many respects, it is a hypothetical state,

the antipode of Rawls' "veil of ignorance" (Rawls, 1971). Such a conception

clarifies the nature of such judgements and while unobtainable in reality does

point the manager in the directions in which such judgements must move.
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Since informed public values are central' to safety decisions, expert assess-

ment is needed to develop the information and evaluation to inform public values.

Three types of analyses—contextual analysis, equity analysis, and public-prefer-

ence analysis—are required (Figure 5).

Figure 5

EXPERT ASSESSMENT FOR JUDGING RISK INTOLERABILITY

Contextual Analysis

Risks in the context of:

— other extant risks
— extent of benefits
— costs of control
— risks of available

substitutes

Equity Analysis

The distribution of
risks, benefits, and
control costs over:

— social groups
— generations
— regions

1
Public Preference Analysis

Risk reduction preferences
as indicated by:

— marketplace inference
— legal legacy inference
— expressed values

Contextual analysis involves comparing the risk in question with four con-

texts: others risks prevalent in society, the magnitude of associated benefits,

the costs of risk reduction, and the risks of available substitutes (if needed).

In the first- the risk level is compared to other prevalent risks (often with the

assumption that risks should be balanced). Typically the comparisons are with

similar technologies, natural background levels (or some fraction thereof), other

risk stages of a fuel or production cycle, or risks previously determined to be

tolerable by a given risk manager. In the British chemical industry, for example,

if a particular activity contributes more than 4 to the fatal accident frequency

rate—the number of fatal accidents in a group of 1,000 men in a working lifetime
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(100 million hours)—risk reduction is undertaken. A veli-knotm sec of compari-

sons is that provided by Wilson (1979) in Figure 6 and mure recently by Keissland

and Harries (1979) in Figure 7. Perhaps the best known of such risk balancing

portrayals is that of the Rasmussen Report (Atomic Energy Commission, 1974) on

reactor risks (Figure 8). The problem with such comparisons, of course, is

whether or not the choice o£ contextual risks clarifies or obfuscates the risk in

question. To compare reactor risks with the chances of being hit by a meteor,

waste repository risks with the dangers of lightning or radiation from natural

uranium ore bodies, or nuclear power with automobile fatalities does little to

clarify public choice considerations. For reactor risks, for example, the more

relevant comparison is probably with some technological risk which at low proba-

bility can result in 300 instant fatalities, 10,000 delayed deaths over the next

three months, and a 500-year legacy of 1,000 square kilometers of contaminated

land.

Perhaps the most widespread of techniques for contextual analysis is some

mode of comparison between risks and benefits. This method recognizes some

level of risk above zero as necessary and balances the benefits of the activity

or technology against the risk to determine how much risk reduction should be

undertaken. Benefit-risk analysis is essentially a subset of benefit-cost

analysis, since risks are a component, often the principal one, of social costs.

The /7i»a1-Jf-ir nf curt» anaiuepc var{p<! wfdpiv. de»T>pnrHncr r»n «iiirh farfOTS as the

messiness of the problem, the skill of the analyst, the way in which the analytic

question is posed, the existence of appropriate techniques, and the analyst's

ability to fashion new ones (Fischhoff, 1976, 21). Problems of this method are

numerous, including the fact that costs and benefits are frequently not express-

able in commensurate terms and the conversion of all terms (such as the value of

life, aesthetics, suffering, or loss of community) to common units is impossible
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Figure if'

Risks
which increase
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by 0.0C0001*
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Spending 1 hour in a
coa! tains

. Spending 3 hours in a
coa! mins

. Living 2 days in New York or
Bos'on
Travelling 6 minutes by canoe
Travelling 10 miles by bicycle
Travelling 300 miles by car
Flying 1000 miies by jet .
Flying 6000 miles by Jet

Living 2 months in Denver
on vacation from tJ.Y.
Living 2 months in average
Stone or brick building
One chest x-ray taken in
a good hospital
Living 2 months with a
cigarette smoker
Eating 40 tablespoons of
peanut butter
Drinking Miami drinking
water for 1 year
Drinking 3012 oz. cans of
diet soda
Living 5 years at si'e
boundary of a typical nuclear
power plant in the open
Drinking 100024 oz.
soft drinks from recently -
banned olastic bottles

LWing 20 yea's near

Csncs;, hsart diseasa
Cirrhosis of the liver

Black iv'̂ g dissasa

Accident ; _

Air pollution

Accident •
Accident ^ . .
Accident
Accident ~ '".1; _ ..
Cancer caused by c;si~;aI

radiation
Cancer caused fcy ccsrr^s
radiation
Cancer caused by nó'.ural
radioactivity

Cancer caused by radïaiisr.
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Liver cancer'caused by
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chloroform
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Cancer caused by vinyl
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miles of a nuclear power plant Cancer caused by rsdiaiior
Eating 100 charcoal broiled
steaks : .
Risk of accident by living
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Cancer from benzopyrene

Source: Wilson, 1979, 47.
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Figure 7
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without: substantial arbitrary judgements, Jleriefit/risk analysis cannot .solve,

and indeed may obscure, important policy and ethical issues (e.g., distributive

justice), and market costs and quasi-market benefits may be poor surrogates for

social costs and benefits. A modification of cost-benefit analysis which pro-

vides for greater flexibility is multiple attribute utility theory, an approach

entailing the identification and weighting of various attributes which define

utility and the evaluation of each object or future states by the attributes.

Total utility is then aggregated for each of the alternatives.

A third mode of contextual analysis is the cost effectiveness of risk

reduction. The question at stake is how much society wishes to spend to avoid

a particular consequence. It is well known that such expenditures vary widely;

in 1975 Wilson estimated that the public expended $1,000 for avoiding a death in

liquefied natural gas as compared with $750,000 for nuclear power in the United

States; in Britain $2,000 is spent to save an employee's life in agriculture,

$200,000 in steel handling, and $5 million in the phanaaceuticals industry

(Sinclair, et al., 1972). The tolerable risk standard may be set in reference to

maximum overall risk reduction in the array of risks facing society Cas with Wilson's

J1979J suggestion of "risk tax" of $1 million per life) or by changes in the slope

of the curve in the risk-reduction efficiency for any given risk- Figure 9 shows

the latter as well as other common social criteria: as low as practicable, best

A final form of contextual analysis involves the examination of available

substitutes.' It sometimes happens that actions designed to reduce risk can create

new ones—such as the risks of coal burning when nuclear plants are shut down for

safety reasons or the use of TRIS-treated pajamas as substitutes for flammable

materials. Judgements of risk intolerability must, it is clear, consider the

risks likely to accrue from the use of substitute products or technologies.
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Equity analysis is a second major need in expert assessment. Characteristi-

cally those who enjoy the benefits of a technology or product are not the same as

those who experience the risks. Risks are also seldom distributed evenly through-

out society nor are they always confined to the present generation. Further

attempts to control risks often result in benefitting different groups than those

Three major types of inequity require analysis. First is inequity among

social groups. The adverse si.de-effects of technology are often concentrated in

weak and powerless peoples. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the workplace

vhere higher exposure standards are tolerated than for the public generally.

Second is the inequity among regions. This problem is apparent in the political
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controversy surrounding the location of noxious facilities, such as airports,

prisons, or chemical waste dumps. Some individuals experience concentrated risks

for more widely distributed benefits. Finally, there is inequity over gcneia-

tions. Increasingly there is concern over the risks which may be imposed on

future generations, particularly if the effects are irreversible. Opposition to

nuclear power stems in part from the long-lived nature of nuclear wastes and the

long-term dangers of nuclear proliferation. -._.-_-...-.-=-rr- —

Finally, in formulating tolerable risk standards, it is necessary to assess

public preferences for risk reduction. This is a difficult task for public percep- -

tion and valuation of risks are poorly understood and susceptible to change. Studies

conducted by Decision Research, Inc. (Slovic, Fischhoff and Lichtenstein, 1979)

indicate that risk levels perceived by the public often depart quite substantially

froai statistical or expert-assessed risk levels. Yet if the decision-maker fails to

anticipate public response, the safety judgement may well provoke protracted contro-

versy.

Three major methods have been proposed for assessing public preferences.

Marketplace inference, commonly described as "revealed preferences," involves

using statistical risk and economic data to infer risk/benefit tradeoffs accept-

able to the public ''Figure 1 0 ) . The assumptions are that by trial and error

society has arrived at a nearly optimal balance between risks and benefits, that

prevailing social and economic relationships are just and consonant with public

aspirations. Both are highly questionable. Legal legacy inference, by contrast,

looks to the past accumulation, of regulatory decisions and court cases for guid-

ance to appropriate standard-setting. Finally, expressed preferences involve

directly asking the public what its risk reduction: preferences are. This

research has revealed that the public is basically rational on risk questions and

orders various risks quite similarly to experts. But it is also clear that the
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Figure 10
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public is very risk averse where catastrophic consequences and involuntary

imposition of risk are involved. All three methods, however, provide important

information for the judging of intolerable risk.

Before leaving this discussion it is important to note that expert assess-

ment, though the main subject of discussion here, is only one side of the coin.

Public participation is required throughout expert assessment, particularly in

public preference analysis, to validate findings and inferences. Beyond these

. there are established political processes, as in licensing and NEPA requirements

..t, .'„t.U L.'Kf-t

interaction of interested parties.
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Managerial Strategy.

As noted above, risk management is an Miniature field. Research on risk

estimation has greatly outstripped studies of society's management of identified

risks. A large number of works have been completed which deal with this subject,

but they tend to focus on particular risk managers (a given governmental agency)

or particular risks (DNA, DDT). On the whole, they have tended to be vorst case

analyses (what went wrong with pesticides?). There are few analyses which are

theoretical in purpose, and ever, fewer which are comparative in scope. A review

of some AO case studies of risk management revealed a great deal of stereotyping

and a general lack of conceptual propositions (Johnson, forthcoming). Exceptions

to this are: (1) Lundqvist's analysis of air pollution control in Sweden and the

U. S. (Lundqvist, 1977) and (2) the review by Lawless (1977) of some 100 cases of

"social shocks" from technology, resulting in some interesting cross-risk observa-

tions (Figure 31). Despite the underdeveloped state of research on management

issues, some directions -may be offered.

Once a particular risk has been judged intolerable, a decision must be made

as to overall management objective. Four major objectives may be recognized:

— risk acceptance. Actions may be taken to achieve the acceptance
of those put at risk. Two possible responses are to provide
compensation (as through higher wages in the workplace) or to
seek informed consent through distributing information. What
is sought, however, is a voluntary acceptance through choice.
If that condition is not met, the risk should be considered as

risk spreading. The intolerability may be closely connected to
maldistributions of risk. Managers may seek, therefore, to
achieve a tolerable risk level through redistribution of risk
over social groups, regions, or generations. The new distribu-
tion may seek to equalize experienced risk or to make risk
concordant with beliefit or control cost distributions.

risk reduction. Intervention may occur to reduce the aggregate
level of risk to tolerable levels. If zero risk is sought,
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as through the Delancy Amendment for example, tho acr.ion may
be termed risk avoidance.

— risk mitigation. A variety of options are available for
allowing risk to continuo, but for easing its impact. _._ ;
Insurance, disaster relief, and family assistance are all _ .•__ _
examples. This is often an initial societal response when,
risks have not been anticipated before outbreaks occurred
or when the risk is poorly understood.

Frequently, of course, these objectives will be used in combination in responding.

to risk. • - - --.

The latter two categories are of primary interest and therefore are the

I subject of the discussion to follow. ^Pursuing these^objectives requires the

fornuilation of a risk management strategy. This may be thought of as "bundles"

of tools and actions available to managers for controlling a risk. These strate-

gies may be viewed as comprising three major elements—stage of intervention,

r.:ods of intervention, and type of fix.

The stags of intervention is built around the concept of "risk chains," as

developed by the Ha2ard Assessment Group at Clark University (Fischhoff, Hohenemser,

Kasperson, and Kates, 1978). Traditionally, risk has been viewed as comprising

events and consequences, and the major strategies of risk management, therefore,

as the prevention of risk events, the prevention of consequences once events

have occurred, or the nitigation of consequences. The Clark group has elaborated

this simple model into the more complex risk chain shown in Figure 12. The chain

to consequences, each stage linked by a pathway to the following stage. Diagram-

ming the full risk chain is particularly important because it suggests that risk i.

occurrence stretches well beyond the occurrence of events to risk stages designated

as "choice of technology" and "human needs and wants." Filling out the terms of

the model encourages clear thinking about the nature of the risk; in- fact a major

part of the intelligence function in risk management consists exactly of this.
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Source: Bick, Hohenemser, and Kates, 1979, 9.

The second line in the model shows the logical set of opportunities for

intervening to control the risk. As such it provides a taxonomy of stage

intervention possibilities for risk control;



STAGE INTERVENTIONS VO?. RISK COMTROL

Modify human wants

Choose an alternative technology

Prevent initiating events

•" Block outcomes

Prevent consequences

.-= Mitigate consequences

Control, in short, may occur at any stage in the risk chain, ranging from the

modification of human wants (large•{American cars) to . the--nitigation ;of: conse-

quences (emergency cedical care).

The notion of a risk chain has a number of important uses:

— it provides.a fairly concise language for characterizing the
variety of risks facing society. It also forces us to search
systenatically for all available risk control opportunities.

— it suggests a way of evaluating existing management actions.
Are there interventions, for example, that have beer; over^
looked? Has there been a tendency to concentrate on single
rachsr than multiple options? Has risk simply been shifted
to another pmt of the chain rather than reduced?

— it provides a way of relating control actions to particular
technologies. Are there generic control measures better
suited for certain risks or technologies than others?

A second element in strategy choice is the control mode. A given stage

intervention may be possible through one or more means—exposure can be reduced,

for exaaple, by informing those at risk and allowing them the choice of purchas-

ing a product or by restricting the dissemination of the product by regulation.
-y

The raajor control modes a re : .

MODES OF RISK CONTROL

Seek voluntary compliance ( e .g . , jawboning)

Provide incentives ( e . g . , effluent charges, c red i t s , or subsidies)
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Inform Chose at risk (e.g., labeling, advertising campaigns)

Indemnify those harmed

— via the market (wages)
— via the courts (award damages)

1 _ — via transfer payments (taxes) - --r- -

Regulate the product (e.g., performance and design standards, useJ
and dissemination restrictions) ...... :

; B a n t h e p r o d u c t •-•'.'.-' .--.••.."....

— Finally, there are both technical and behavioral "fixes" available to the

risk manager. Nuclear reactor accidents can be prevented by both redundancy in

equipment and high professional training of operating and maintenance personnel.

Some industries, however, have a tendency to" focus on one to the-'exclusion .of-the

other.

Characterizing risk management by the means suggested above may be useful

for identifying alternative strategies for responding to risk. For example, the

outbreak of risk is often greeted with interventions at a single stage of the

risk chain, often the "downstream" portions (mitigation of consequences). Such

narrow responses frequently do little to reduce risk or needlessly forego benefits.

Currently, investigations are under way to determine if different types of risks

tend to be associated with particular managerial responses. Mature risk manage-

ment likely involves a fully articulated set of stage interventions, modes of

. control, and types of fixes. Immature risk management, by contrast, tends to be

Interesting questions are why mature management systems develop fox- some risks

-pi
but not others, and what obstacles impede well-articulated control systems. A

Final Kote.

The brief overview of the field of risk management indicates its rapid but



uneven development. This growth reflects an increasing recognition, and concern

over unanticipated adverse side-effects of technology. Presently techniques for

identifying and estimating ri&k have substantially outstripped our ability to

assign meaning to che estimations and to formulate appropriate managerial

responses. Particularly poorly understood are ways of informing and responding

to concerned publics, existing arrangements and practices-of--risk management>

appropriate neans for judging risk intolerabiiity, and obstacles which impede

-timely and effective response. ,-.--.-. .. . _
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PART II

A PROPOSED PROGRAM OF ESEB.GY RISK RESEARCH
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INTRODUCTION-

The.preceding overview in Part I assessed current issues and state of

knowledge in risk management research, particularly as they bear upon energy

policy issues. Part II outlines a suggested program of energy risk research.

The options for energy risk research are quite nutaerous for the field is

still in its early stages of development. Currently, most advanced industrial

societies, Sweden included, are struggling to formulate long-term energy policies.

Risks of various types are vary much at the center of discussion and debate.

Over the past decade substantial efforts have been made to identify and assess

the risks posed by alternative energy systems. Although active controversy can

be expected, to continue for; some time into the: future, "itiis apparent that our

ability to define the risks has outstripped our ability to act upon that knowl-

edge. While further work, of course, is needed in identifying, quantifying., and

comparing these risks, the more substantial difficulties appear to lie in trans-

lating these assessments into effective social actions.

The research program suggested herein takes aim at two major needs. First,

greater understanding of the .sources of managerial inadequacy is required in order

to shape more effective societal response. This understanding requires both a

critical assessment of the current practice of energy risk management in Sweden

and placing the Swedish situation in the context of what other countries are

doing. Second, the increasing role of the public in energy policy-making requires

greater attention to the problems involved in communicating energy risks to lay-

people and anticipating issues of public concern. There is similarly a need for

greater understanding of the public response to various energy risk situations

to guide the actions of those who make daily decisions.

The format used in the following statement is first to provide an executive
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suixiiary of the research program. Tbe major" r.isk research picblcns nrc t'icn

introduced, followed by detailed presentations of the recomnended projects.

Each project notes the objectives of the research, the approach or procedures to

be followed, research products or outcomes anticipated, an estimate (in person

months) of effort required,* and our judgement as to overall priority. Both

the selection of projects and priority assessment involved two major considera--.

tions: contribution to the scientific understanding of energy risk management,

and contribution to the pragmatic .needs-of-Sweden-, expected over the near term.

In the report to follow, effort is calculated in terms of principal
investigator'time. The figures assume at least an equivalent araount of
research, other staff support, and overhead.
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A. IMPROVING TUE MANAGEMENT OF EIsïRCï RISKS. '-

Perhaps no area of risk management has received greater attention over

the past decade Chan the energy sector. Fonaal risk assessment procedures have

been extensively applied, resulting in voluminous reports (e.g., KBS 1 and 2,

WASH 1400) detailing the risks. Nuclear power has been at the forefront, but

increasingly attention is shifting to include other energy sources, including

solar power, and even energy conservation. Yet despite these determined efforts,

little resolution has occurred. A societal consensus on energy risks is yet to

be had, and the'public appears to be as confused, and perhaps even more risk

averse, than before. Meanwhile, decision-makers face continued scientific con-

troversy, mass raedia criticism, and public calls for increased safety. While

national debates continue, _the dependence upon foreign oil rises.

Four projects are suggested to improve the current management of energy

risks. The first inquires into the utility and impact of the "big" energy risk'

assessments. Such assessments are becoming a ne\-7 industry, but how much of a

difference have they actually made? What selectivity is exercised by decision-

makers in the use of such studies? Second, it is important to put the Swedish

situation into broad international perspective. The suggested project would

seek recommendations from a careful study of how different countries have respond-

ed to energy risks. Preferably, this project should be done in tandem with

project addresses the piecemeal approach which is often taken to energy risk

management and inquires into potential taeans for reducing inconsistencies in risk

control approaches and standards. Finally, since there has been a preoccupation

with the national level of decision-making, a pilot project is suggested to

identify exactly what energy risks are managed by the local connnune and what

problems need to be addressed in future research.
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Project :>1: A Critical Keview of Lhe Major Swedish Energy Risk /usriusbinuiiü.s

Sweden has been remarkably active in recent years in producing major risk

assessments of energy issues. It is likely one of the largest producers par

capita of such assessments in tlie world. These have been substantial under-

takings; many have involved major commitments of Swedish scientific and financial

resources. The studies, completed and ongoing include:

..„.'—-_ Radioactive wastes. A governmental committee (AKA) complet ed-
its final report in 1975. This was a time when the debate among
politicians, scientists, and the public was very polarized.v"

-_-— The net? 1976 government, cf which one of three member parties
was strongly against nuclear power, instituted a stipulation -
law according to which the power industry had to prove that
it was possible to handle and store the high-level waste in an
absolutely safe manner. The industry performed the K3S project
at an expense of approximately $15,000,000. The resulting
reports. KBS-1 and KBS-2, were scrutinized not only in the
normal way but were also submitted to widespread international
review. An interesting mediation procedure had two scientists,
one optimistic and one skeptical, work together to assess what
KBS had proved and had not proved.

— Nuclear reactor accidents. A 1974 report evaluated the risks
of siting a nuclear reactor close to Stockholm. Under the
auspices of the Energy Conraission, several additional reports
on the subject were prepared: (a) the Swedish Reactor Safety
Study: Barseback Risk Assessment, prepared by HKB Technical
Associates, calculated both the expected frequency and
possible consequences of hypothetical reactor accidents, and
(b) the Swedish nuclear reactor manufacturer, ASEA-ATOM, pre-
pared a safety assessment of a new reactor.

— Liquefied natural Ras. Swedish newspapers have devoted con-
siderable attention to the risks presented by LNG accidents.
Some people have claimed that an LNG carrier could explode

.cause a lot of water to freeze. A study performed by the
Battelle Institute for the Energy Commission concluded that an
LKG terminal is a threat to its surroundings (fire and
explosion) and ought to be located in a remote area.

Oil refining and distribution. The public debate has devoted
little attention to the risks presented by gasoline and propane
distributions, though the danger is assessed in a study com-
pleted by Battelle Institute and in several other Swedish
reports. The 1978 accident in Spain also, of course, provided
a warning.
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— Oil transport at sea. Th-̂  consücjutiicos experienced to date h.-ivc
been widely reported in the Swedish "inedia and described in

= several scientific reports. A special commission is now sfcudy-
......'. ing these risks. --~ -• = •-.

— Comparative energy risks. The Swedish Energy Commission, ':=:-. .-
Group A, conducted an overall assessment of various energy
sources, including energy conservation. This work was com-
pleted in 1977. - = -=.

— Health and environmental effects of energy sources. A specially
assigned Governmantal Committee on Energy and the Environment
prepared a report issued in 1977 entitled Energy, Health,
Environment. The study not only treated various energy 'sources
.but distinguished among acute, chronic, and vary long 'term health
-effects. It also detailed risks to the public, the worker, and
"_the environment,- and examined therimplications for^energy policy.

— Hydroelectric dam failure. Serious accidents at-a-number of
hydroelectric dams in other countries have led to a study of the
risks presented in Sweden. The Energy Commission sponsored a
study assessing the failure probabilities and magnitude of con-
sequences. Some initial results have been noted, although the
final report is not yat complete.

— Risk generation and risk assessment proiecc. Under the auspices
of the Committee for Future Oriented Research, this project
sponsored a nunbsr of studies of risk management, ranging from
the psychology of risk decision making to historical trends in
accident risks. Several studies, particularly those oriented
to risk reporting in the mass media, dealt directly with energy
risks.

— Suclear energy and risks. In the wake of the Three Mile Island
accident, two special government comtnissions have been formed to
provide reports to guide national energy policy. A Three llile
Island study commission will evaluate the implications of the
accident for Swedish policy on nuclear energy. A second coin-
laission will explore the implications of shutting down the
entire nuclear industry in Sweden.

Objectives. Given the major constiitment in Sweden to these "big" energy

risk assessments, the time is opportune for a searching review of the usefulness

of such studies. Recently, Professor Bengt Hansson of Lund University and

associates completed a methodological, critique of fault-tree and event-tree

analysis for the Energy Commission, centering upon what can be learned from such

methods. What is suggested here is a complementary project involving four
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(1) to determine the extent to which these studies liava clarified
the risks involved . -

1 (2) to evaluate the extent to which they have narrowed scientific: •--
debate. .- ' . " . : . " " " "

(3) — to identify" their'use. by-key groups in the political process

and by the mass media ~ -, sL ' • - .

(4) to identify their impact upon safety and regulatory policy

Approach._ Each of these objectives poses soxewhat ""different, requiren-.ar.ts

for .methods and data sources. Determining the extent of risk clarification vilI

involve a review of preceding'technical reports to silow-an analysis of (a) new

risks identified, (b) revision or greater precision (quantification) in proba-

bility or cc=nsequence estimation, or (c) identification of unused control measures

to ensure safety. These analyses should be supplemented by interviews with both

proponents and opponents to identify varying opinions on unresolved risk issues.

This latter exercise will also be useful in evaluating the extent to which

scientific debate has narrowed as a result of the risk assessment. Charting the

risk issues of contention up to and after the assessment should permit some esti-

mate of the impact of the study. The public statements of adversary scientists

and groups•should provide a particularly useful source of information, but should

be supplemented by personal interviews with influential figures of various points

of view. Particular attention should be given to low-probability/high-consequence

risks. In the context of risk assessment, what is being learned about such events

and ways of managing them within the Swedish context?

The stu-iy should devote considerable attention to evaluating the uses made

of such risk assessments by key groups in the political process. Undoubtedly

there will be considerable selectivity involved in the adoption of risk assessment

findings—what is adopted and what is left out? In many cases risk will not be



the pruesiitienc consideration; it: will often 1>Ü -overwhelmed by other considers-

tions. Particularly important will be the interaction between rir.k and associated

benefits and the response of various decision-makers. In short, Van study should

carefully assess hoi? risk assessment penetrates (if it does) the political, system

and indicate the larger implications for ir.proving the usefulness of such assess-

ments. - - . .

Finally, the identification of inpacts upon safety and regulatory policy

could veil involve the reconstruction of the government's receipt of and action

upon the report. _This should start-at least.-with..the-remiss stage and proceed to

the present. Formal considerations and actual policy or regulatory changes should

be plotted by time, and the extent to which they can be attributed to the risk

study evaluated. It will be necessary, of course, to sample among the risk

reports—a pairing system of influential and weak studies across several energy

areas might v/ell prove useful.

A design issue of some importance is: who should do this study? There is

a strong argument for a non-Swedish scholar, since tnest knowledgeable Swedish

scientists will have been involved in one or more of these reports. Yet the

task will require knowledge of the Swedish language and a close familiarity with

the Swedish scene. A special procedure is suggested to overcome this difficulty:

a Swedish scholar with expertise in technological or energy policy should prepare

1 £ i_ J .1 m.^ .J

debated by an international panel of senior scholars and public officials.

This project is closely related to Project #2 in conception and potential

findings. It is reconusended that these projects be conducted in tandem if

possible, with close interaction between the project members.

Effort. An estimated 12-15 person months will be required, supplemented

by the review by the international panel. Approximately 15 months will be
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required for completion of the study.

Research products. Both the study itself and the subsequent panel debate

should be published. Besides satisfying the major project objectives, the main

report should present recommendations concerning

---,...- — how such-risk assessments can be improved to enlarge their
usefulness and policy impact

"— means to improve their quality as vehicles for conveying
scientific information to non-experts — . ._ _

•— ways of improving the penetration of such assessments into
the decision process r- ., .-_•'-'-v.---•--• :--_._-.:.-..

- — t h e overall value of _ such major „investments of -fundsand
scientific manpower as compared with alternative-assessment; modes

Project 02: Comparing National Responses to Energy Risks (Stage 1).

National debates over energy risks are likely to intensify as comparative .

assessments of risks bacorae available and as major risk events (e.g., the Three

Mile Island accident, marine'oil spills) occur. There is much to be learned from

how different countries evaluate and respond to energy risks. Although there has

been much sharing of individual risk assessments (e.g., WASH 1400, KBS 1 and 2,

the Inhaber report), little is known-systematically about the responses of

various countries to energy risks, the motivations which underlie them, their

relative success or failure, and the reasons for it. As Sweden evolves an energy

policy, a substantial analysis of the experience of other advanced industrial

societies would provide one valuable type of information for forthcoming decisions.

Objectives. Three principal objectives are recognized:

— to determine the extent to which countries respond selectively
to energy risks and the reasons for such selectivity

— to assess the effectiveness of alternative national institutions
and managerial strategies in reducing or mitigating energy risks
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to suggest specific means or lessons for transferring success
and -avoiding failures

Approach. The proposed study is an ambitious one, involving multiple

countries nod two stages of research. A comparative sturly of some five to six : -

countries, selected for their range of approaches and relevance to the Swedish :

situation, is envisioned. The study would b& collaborative and would have two '- + .-.J.

najorconporients—an initial overview of major differences in national i^esponses

to energy risks and the relative success or; failure of „different, approaches, and

detailed case studies of-management of particular energy, risks. It would also

have twoi research7 stages—an ̂ initial stage to define objectives and "study "design",-

assemble an international teaia, arid conduct a first stage of research outlining

major historical trends, managerial approaches, and successes achieved. A second

stage of more detailed in-depth work and analysis would follow. The study should

be coordinated with Project #1, whose results will be directly relevant to the

comparative analysis in this project.

In. regard to the national overviews of energy risk response, two initial

tasks are suggested. The first would consist of plotting and analyzing the con-

figuration of effort allocated by each country over the satrix of energy risks.

Appropriate indicators of effort include numbers of research reports, formal risk

assessments conducted, governmental budgetary allocations (for research and regu-

1;itionV cersonnel distributions, and enactments of regulations. Historical

trends in such effort configurations shoul'd be examined and compared.

The second task will focus upon defining the trends in national objectives

and managerial efforts. This will include attention to the motivations which led

to particular studies or control measures. The impact of najor studies and

assessments will be noted. Major contrasts in institutional structures will be

identified, particularly in regard to authority, responsibility, and accountability.
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Finally, the e££ectivoness of various approaches in controlling risks should lx.1

evaluated, along with the reasons for relative success or failure.

Institutional, economic, and idealogical differences may be expected to

play a significant role. Scientific information and social judgement may interact

differently, and judgements as to what is scientifically and methodologically

"admissible may vary. In the U. S.,-for example, there has been a tendency to

tighten occupational health standards as more sensitive indicators of harm are

found. --In the USSR, by contrast, the tendency has been to proceed from zero dose

and the initial-characterizationof.baseline physiologic-biochemical parameters

in experimental ̂individuals. - The: standard's then: setTsuchthat the maximum

permissible concentration is belov? the lowest level that causes a statistically

significant deviation in extremely sensitive indicators of behavioral or bio-

cheinical responses.

Stage 2 should focus on the research questions defined in Stags 1. Several

energy risks will be selected, based upon the results in Stage 1, for more detail-

ed comparative studies. These might include, for example, air pollution from

fossil fuel plants, maritime oil spills, risk of "soft" energy technologies

(e.g., solar) or conservation efforts, and nuclear accidents. A contextual frame-

work will need to be developed so that risk response can be considered in a

historical and social context. The detailed case analyses vriLll permit in-depth

strategies. The results will permit validation and extension of generalizations

derived from Che nore general national overview actiieved during Stage 1. <i""

Stage 1 of research. A nunber of specific tasks are set for Stage 1:

— assembling an international study team, composed of a
principal investigator in each of the countries selected
for study and a coordinating group in Sweden.
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a working conference to develop common approaches, identify
data sources, and formulate methods and instruments.

preparation of background reports on each country, including
profiles of national energy risk response, differential
approaches taken and the relative success cr failure, con-
trasts in institutional and managerial structure. ':- '-'" _

identification of major research questions and selection
of case study areas for Stage 2 of the project. ...

An experienced international team should be assembled, composed of a knowl-

edgeable, resident scholar in,each country, and the project should be conducted

in collaborative fashion. The various country study groups should, wherever

possible,- include:both\a technical expert on energy risks and a public policy

analyst. Ah appropriate institution or group in Sweden should be" responsible

for coordination, ensuring the use of common methodologies and monitoring the

overall progress of the project. Where possible, the study should build upon

established relationships among scholars in assembling the research group.

Effort and funding. The initial request should be for sufficient support

to allow the successful accomplishment of Stage 1 objectives. It is assumed

that the request should provide support for the Swedish team of project coordi-

nators and for seed money to each of the collaborating country study teams. But_

the research is seen as collaborative; it is assumed that each country team will

also seek support for its own efforts. Presently the needed resources for

Stage 1 work are estimated at 24 senior person-months, 9 for the coordinating

group and 3 each for five other countries. Travel support will also be required.

Second stage support would depend, of course, on the significance of Stage

1 progress and results. Major support should be sought from international

organizations and major foundations, •

Research products. At both stages of work, three types of products are

envisioned:



individual country studies—analyses of energy risk management
to be widely disseminated in the respective countries

a Monograph of comparative analysis—an extended treatment of
the results put into comparative context, to include the range
of national responses, successful and unsuccessful policies or
approaches, the interplay of energy risk management and national
socio-political factors

risk policy recommendations—prograaaatic statements intended to
inform energy risk managers in the respective countries of
possible improvements suggested by the international analysis

Project #3: Reducing Inconsistency in the Management of Energy Pollutants

A number of pollutants associated with energy production and uses have

caused increasing concern in Sweden. Mercury, cadmium, lead, and sulfur oxides

are particularly noteworthy. The management of these substances, however, has

tended to focus on particular releases and/or pathways, or has failed to consider

adequately the possible adverse side effects of the substitutes for the product

banned. The overall response, therefore, has frequently been ineffective, or at

least inefficient, in reducing overall risks. It has also been highly incon-

sistent for different areas of the same risk. For example:

(a) Mercury. Ihe use of alkylmercury has been banned in Sweden to
protect birds. It has been replaced by alkoxyalkylsercury
which, while not poisoning the birds directly, releases the
same asount of mercury to circulation in the environment - At
low concentrations mercury accumulates in the form of very

eventual hazard in fish. Fish with 1 ppci Hg is now banned
for sale. Fish with 0.5-1 ppra Kg, however, may be sold, but
it is recommended that consumers .avoid eating it more than .' _:
once a week. There is a desire to reduce emissions of mercury, J "*
"but the authorities cannot enforce reduction where it is
easiest or nost cheaply done. Sons forms of mercury emissions
(e.g., agricultural uses) are tolerated whereas others
are not.

Accot-ding to one theory, substantial mercury comes to Sweden
after evaporation from the North Sea. If true, the reduction
of enissions, though desirable, will not have a great influence
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ou the methyliiiercucy level in acrid laUes. Then the only help
is a radical decrease of S09 emission in Western Europe and/cr
the addition of limestone to the acid iaV.es.

(b) Lead. The emissions of lead associated with gasoline total
some 1300-1500 tons annually and those with industry some 1000-
1100 tons/annum. The concentration of lead in gasoline has
been restricted to 0.8 percent and, sore recently, to 0.45
percent. It has been shown that a part of the lead in gasoline
is emitted bound to organic compounds, and reports have indicated
a connection between load in gasoline and brain damage in
children. In Sweden there is a roaximum allowed concentration
of lead in food. Farmers are advised, therefore., not to grow
close to roads vegetables whose leaves are to be eaten.

A report on lead in food, published in Great Britain last
winter, produced substantial publicity in the mass media
in Sweden. Local politicians responded by considering a.ban
on leaded gasoline. The proposed ban had to be withdrawn,
however, as it proved not to be feasible. The experience.does
indicate, however, the tendency" to regulate specific endssioris
or pathways that are emphasized in the mass media while
neglecting a more comprehensive approach to risk evaluation
and control. _ . _ . _ .

(c) Cadmium. The hazard with cadmium is its health effects after
accumulation in the body. The critical pathway into the body
is via grain and food.

The Swedish EPA claimed a year ago that coal-fired power
plants must not be located nearby major farming districts
because of the heavy emission of cadmium. Yet, it was later
documented that a Swedish coal program (15-20% of total energy
demand) would contribute only 0.5% of the total cadmium
reaching farmland. Meanwhile, consumer items (e.g., batteries
and plastics) contain huga amounts of cadniun. Municipal
waste, for example, currently'contains some 2G tons of cadmium
per year. Yet cadmium in batteries and plastics has not been
treated as an emission to the environment.

in a partial or inconsistent way. A valuable study would focus on problems

-A

presented by current approaches to energy source pollutants by contrasting current ,\

emission ragulaticns with those suggested by a careful comprehensive treatment of

all releases, pathways, and exposure receptors. Objectives for the project are:

— to identify and document, through the retrospective analysis of
particular cases, ineffective risk control responses arising
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from inconsistent or incomplete analysis

to formulate alternative control strategies based upon more,
complete analysis and consistent management, taking account
of various economic and social constraints

—.. to recommend procedures by which more comprehensive analysis
can bci achieved in guiding regulatory or other control

: •._ ^ responses _ __. . :

A caveat should be noted. The project does not assume thac consistent

pollutant control management isalways achievable or desirable. Old established

technologies pose different problems than new technologies. The intent of the

project is rather to explore^possible ways of reducing inconsistency, both in

the assessments which guide management and in the management itself. VJhere incon-

sistent approaches are chosen, this should be done in as informed a way as

possible. Evidence suggests that this is not the current practice.

Approach. Two research nodules are suggested for the research. The first

involves the development'of methodology for more comprehensive and consistent

energy pollutant risk evaluation, and its application to one or several selected

cases. The second involves the attempt to extend radiation protection philosophy

to the energy pollutant area. Both are highly desirable and, if support is avail-

able, should be pursued. But it also may be possible to stagger them over time,

or to have different research groups responsible for the different modules.

(a) Module 1; Case analysis: With the project objectives cited above, a

selections of one or several energy pollutants (e.g., cadmium, ,
lead, sulfur oxidas), depending, upon project scale, for
intensive analysis, j("

inventory of major emissions (including developing trends),
pathways, and exposure receptors,

characterization of the map or matrix or risks, both health
and environmental,
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identification of control opportunities, particularly chose
with greatest overall risk reduction potential, and con-
strair.Ls upon their use,

comparison v/ith managerial actions taken to date and the
supporting-rationales,

-— reasons or obstacles impeding a ir.ore comprehensive and
: consistent approach to risk management. .'..:..

Consideration should be given to the possibility of focussing this'ent ire

module of Che-project-upon the risks "presented by possible large-scale coal

burning in Sweden. This is a major energy policy issuevvhich must be faced iri

the near future, and this study could provide valuable analyses for future

decisions.

The study should enumerate obstacles to more consistent risk management and

unexploited opportunities for broader-based and rcore effective risk reduction.

The research should exploit available methodology to ensure completeness and

should involve both physical/life scientists and policy-oriented scholars.

(b) Module 2. Extending radiation protection philosophy. The framework of

radioactive protection rules has many advantages for the treatment of other

dangerous materials (e.g., rautagenic metals such as Cd, Ni, Cr, As) and metals

vithout biological function (Hg, Pb, Cd)). The most important rules of radia-

tion protection, may be summarized as follows:

(a) no person shall receive a dose that is unreasonably danger-
ous. This -is now rfafined as 5 rem/vear. eodivalent to about
a 4Z death risk, after 40 years. Thus, a continued dose or
5 rem/year is not accepted over many years,

(b) the public shall not receive more than 10% of the maximum for ~--i
occupational exposure, 500 mrem per year, corresponding to *'"
0.4 x death risk over the whole lifetime,

(c) all emissions and all doses shall be justified by the total
benefits of that activity,

(d) all emissions and all doses shall be kept as low as possible
up to a marginal cost of $1,000 per man rent avoided ($1-5
million per death).
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In Sv^dun the: analogies betv."jcti vadiaLi.ou and ch-iaicala have be mi widely

discussed, and there is general agreement that the sane linear dose-re

relationsiiip as with raaiaticn cart be assumed valid for certain carcinogens.

There is also agreement Chat emission of the toxic metals Hg, Pn, and Cd shall

be kept as low as possible and that all emissions shall be regarded as equal...''"-•

~ _~ _ This neans that rules (c) and (d) could be applied to these metals::

— Any emission or incorporation in a-product.without arranging
for its recovery in-the"use of these raetals raust be justified
by the benefits of using this metal instead of seme less
dangerous compound.

— When justified, air emissions and any incorporation in a
product without arranging for its recovery after use of
these metals shall be avoided up to the marginal expense
of: "

for lead ... $ per kg

for mercury $ per kg

for cadinium $ par kg

Of interest also would be current efforts to interpret "absolutely sa£e'!

in the Stipulation Lav; as 10 mrem per annum, approximately one-tenth of natural

background radiation. Should this approach find acceptance, it is possible that

chemicals or some organics could be expressed in rad-equivalents as a measure cf

safety.

Tnis study module would explore the feasibility of such an approach to the

management of selected energy pollutants. Specifically, both the possibilities

and constraints should be noted, and the general approach con-pared with existing

procedures. This project module should be conducted by a strong scientific team,

including experience in radiation protection, with ready access to officials

responsible for current regulatory efforts, and should build upon the analyses

conducted in Module 1.

Effort. For Module 1, an estimated 12-15 person months would be required
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over a two-year period. Tor Modulo 2, an'additional 0 person-months would bo.

needed over a one-year period.

Research pi'oducts. Each module should result in a major report, Exploring

both the possibilities for and limits on reducing inconsistency in energy pollu-

tant management. Specific recommendations should be offered for means or

procedures to improve current managerial practice, including specific illustra-

tions of the net gains associated with such changes. -" -• . ' '-'

Project i:4: The Local Commune as Energy Risk~-Manager:' A Pilot Study

Most attention.in risk management ~has centeredupon-national institutions

and issues. Increasingly! discussion is addressing decerftralizedTenergy systems,

with a larger role for local coror.unities where individual citizens can play a

more active role in public participation and energy decision-making. Many energy

risks are already now handled, or may be. more amenable to management, ar. the

regional level or in the 273 local communes in Sweden. Yet relatively little is

known as to exactly what risks are managed at these levels, what capability exists

for this function, and how successful such activity is.

There are indications that local communes are involved in several ways as

energy risk managers:

• energy plans, in which risk control is one consideration

— coinmunes play a role in rate-setting for energy use, and some-
times are directly responsible for the distribution system

— in their choice of heating plants, communes must consider
relative risk to local inhabitants within the context of
national emission standards

— ccnEnunes participate in regional decisions on evacuation plans



— communes have veto power over the'siting oi uranium ore
mines and other energy facilities

Presently it is not clear what the full scope of such z"isk activities is. --

There are. several reasons to suspect that problems may exist—the limited .: —

expertise available to local communes, a tendency to wait for decisions to be

roade at the regional and national levels, the„low visibility of risk issues in

the coxnune, the reliance of smaller consnunes on outside consultants. The local

experience with the design and construction of isunicipal buildings provides an

-indication that cömaunes may. not always get the best advice or act wisely.

Objectives.. It would be premature to enter into a full-fledged project at

this tisie. Instead, the need is for an initial study to define the scope of the

present risk management function and to define relevant problems. Specifically,

the objectives are:

— to determine what energy risks are now handled by the local
commune

— to identify generic problems or weaknesses in-the per-
formance of the local consnune as energy risk manager

-- to define any existing problems in regional/coismunal
cooperation in energy risk management

-- to suggest a research strategy for a full analysis of the
performance of tha local commune

Approach. The suggested project is essentially an initial inquiry, a

rii-nMnTTT-f-in̂ -ir»̂  pffnrc At- rhp onfspr it will he iT-ioortant to establish a close

working relationship with the Association of Local Conmunes (KosiEiunf orbundet).

Several approaches can be suggested as starting points—a brief field study of

one local commune to detail the range of energy risks treated, an analysis of

several of the coaniunal energy plans (that at Malmo-Lund raay offer a good candi-

date) to assess the extent to which risk considerations are included, and

interviews with officials in various communes. Particular attention should also
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be given to an initial definition of; technical and medical expert is--1 itvaiiajit

to, and used by, local officials in energy questions.

Effort. As a pre-planning effort, 3-4 person-months-over-a. six-month

period would appear to be sufficient." The task is well-suited for-a political

scientist with background .in energy or risk questions.

Research products. The'product of this effort should be a-two-part report:

Part I presenting findings and issues, and Part II providing a suggested research

project on the outstanding questions identified.
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B. EN'ERGÏ' RISK COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC RESPONSE

While a societal consensus on energy issues has never been so urgently

needed,- it still appears quite remote. It is clear that the public is demanding

an increasingly active role in energy risk management, but it is unclear how

institutions.and experts can contribute the needed information and public

processes. Various studies have indicated limitations to the public's ability

to deal with'cbssplex risk issues, particularly those involving low-probability/

high-consequence accidents, large levels of uncertainty, or complicated trade-offs

with 'other social valuer. Various-countries have initiated ambitious campaigns

to inform the public—citizen study groups, parliamentary inquiries, referenda,

special governmental coinniissions,—but their, effectiveness is inconclusive, indeed

suspect. _ Because the question "how safe is safe enough" is a normative one,

involving poorly understood and changing public values, formulating policies for

enorgy safety is a.perplexing task. Resolution of energy issues will obviously

depend upon -.ore effective ways of cor.n-.unicating risks to the pub3 ic and an

improved capacity to anticipate and understand the public response to energy risks.

Three projects are suggested to this end. Project #5 centers upon that insti-

tution—ths inass nedia—most directly involved in continuing energy risk

congmnication. Although there has been great interest in Sweden'in the nc-dia's

impact upon people's perception of various risks, and a number of studies have

usztzii- CULtuu^ut=u, si. üuuaLdtiLXai dudi-j^io ut pi c£>c:iii. t ; i-uua cilia ^ctiUi.njiiw- -t-o

needed. The next project proposes to examine the use of major campaigns to

educate the public, as used in Sweden and other countries, to determine what

possibilities exist for achieving a societal consensus. Finally, a third project

addresses Swedish public attitudes to risk, with the specific goal of providing

helpful information to policy-makers and scholars alike. Successful accomplishment
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of all uhrta projects would contribute subktaiitialJy to more informed enorp,;

policy and regulatory decisions.

Project £5: Energy "Risk, Presentation in tlie Mass Media

The nature of energy risks, characteristically associated with complex

technology, multiple emission pathways, and poorly understood chronic effects;

makes difficult their accurate co-aiunication to the public. I Most difficult risk

- cases:involve_ substantial; uncertainty, probabilistic thinking; disagreements

among experts, complex fault mechanisms, and a variety of often dii&ly perceived

ecological and health consequences. Low-probability/high-consequence events

appear particularly difficult for lay persons to assess. These issnas, of course,

challenge efforts at public education, information dissemination, and the building

of social consensus. The presentation of risks in the mass media substantially

influences the response of politicians and laypersons alike. This may «ell be

particularly the case with energy risks in Sweden.

Relatively few useful systematic studies have been conducted to date on

public response to risk, descriptions in the newspapers. The Risk Generation and

Risk Assessment Project, however, included several suggestive studies of risk

coverage in Swedish newspapers.. Press and mass media analyses have been con-

ducted by Battelle for the U. S. and Germany, and by CEFN (Fagnani, Picard,

Fourgous) for France. A recent study by Decision Research in the V. S. found

that all forms of disease were greatly underreported while violent and cata-

strophic events (tornadoes, fires, homicides) were overreported. They pointed

out that biased newspaper coverage may create a need for informational programs

to counter the distorted public perceptions which result.

The project proposed here would focus on energy risks and the handling of
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such risks in several mass madia. The principal objectives are:

to identify trends in energy risk coverage, both for energy
risks as a whole but among typcis of energy risks as well,

to examine the internal processes of journalism which give :

------ — *--— rise to the portrayal of energy risks, with particular
attention to the pressures which limit or conflict v;ir.h ~

- more balanced and accurate risk presentation . -

— to assess the scientific accuracy of energy risk information
^presented and to note recurring t}pes of distortions

— to note specific failingswhich require attention and to
suggest means"for'improving mass media performance

Approach. The proposed study is, ambitious and important. Tf it is to be

successful, appropriate expertise must be found, careful attention given to the

formidable methodological issues, and the research scope carefully limited, VJith

proper focus and restraints, it is a feasible project.

The approach proposed here is tvrofold: a factual analysis of current trends

and patterns of risk presentation, and an assessment of the internal processes of

journalism which determine risk portrayal. At this stage, no effort should be

made to define public response to the information'presented; this could well be

the subject for a follcw-up project. A time period (perhaps a decade) should be

selected sufficient to define the scope of the study. Television, radio, and

• newspapers should be included. In regard to newspapers, an effort should be made

to distinguish among dailies, weeklies, and specialized (such as labor union

sampling procedures.

For the analysis of overall trends and patterns, a niraber of specific tasks

are envisioned:

— selection of means to characterize energy risk information
presentation. This could well include for different energy
risks such indicators as number of deaths reported, number
of occurrences of risk events, number of articles, inches
of column st'-.cs. or minutes of time
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plotting trends over time in coverage of different types
of energy risks and evaluating chose trends by type of
energy source, type of hazard, and type of technology.
Differential trends by type of mass media should be noted

analysis of selected risk events to compare the scientific
accuracy of information presented. Again contrasts among

o a s s media should be identified _-_---r_-'

— supplementary studies to deternins the technical competence
- of various mass media reporters and analysts and/or their

use of other available technical „expertise_.

For-the second task, detailed interviewing of members'of the mass media

will be required. In assessing the internal processes of journalism, a number

of questions should"bë addres sed:

— what~difficürtie"s~dó~iaass media representatives-encounter
in assembling accurate technical inforraation.cn energy risks?

— what are the constraints (e.g., limited technical staff, the
need for quick turn-around) that liraic thorough, accurate,
and balanced energy risk portrayal?

— what internal rules exist for detenrd.ning what is "newsworthy,"
for providing interpretation and analysis, and for selecting
among risk candidates for coverage?

Because of the demanding objectives of this study, a special project organi-

zation is suggested. A blending of several types of expertise is quite essential

for an effective research team. In particular, an expert in risk assessment, a

journalist, and a social scientist well-qualified in research raethods and computer

analysis should be involved. There should also be a reference panel of distin-

guished bweaj-sn mass meaxa representatives wnom the research team can use as a

resource and validation group. This panel should not oversee the study, however,

for this would represent a conflict of interest.

Effort. An estimated 24 person-months over a two-year period will be

required.

Research products. Two rather different types of research products are

suggested. The first would be a series of scholarly reports on various aspects
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o'" r..":Sd ncdi:'. presc-ntafioa of energy rinks, accompanied by a sunsvary statement

noting major findings and recommendations for improving mass media performance.

The second would be a catalogue of actual mass media coverage of energy risks,

chosen to illustrate . - -

* "trends in~energy risk'coverage .

* characteristic'types'of distortions or failings

* characteristic differences in risk portrayal by cypes of mass media

* exemplary models of effective energy risk presentation

Project £6: Campaigns for Fublic Information and Consensus-Building

Confronted by.deep divisions in the scientific connunity and the public over

energy risks (particularly nuclear), national governments have instituted a variaty

of campaigns for informing the public and for building a consensus for major energy

policy choices. Several European countries, including Sweden, Austria, Netherlands

and United Kingdom, have conducted public-information campaigns in recent years.

In addition, there have been the Windscale and Gorleber. inquiries which focussed

attention oti the problems of nuclear fuel reprocessing and vaste disposal. On

the one hand, it is apparent that improved information and public access to decisions

are needed; on the other, effective means for accomplishing these ends remain

enigmatic. There is substantial preliminary evidence to warn that efforrs to

provide public information may only serve to raise fears, provide organized oppo-

sition with targets of attack, and in the end make the public more risk averse

than before. This may be the case particularly where potential albeit unlikely

disasters are involved.

In the Swedish citizen group discussions of 1974, Dorothy Nelkin suggests

thai; the canpaign may have left the public as uncertain and confused as before.
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In the Netherlands, tiie governiaent iiuped than iucrcad^ci puijl i.c jtii".eii.i.jtio»! »uuid

reduce conflicts, but the results were quite the contrary. The various statu

referenda on nuclear power in the United States provide few reasons to believe

that, even with heightened public interest, the marketplace ci: ideas ia an.:;.-.'..,,

effective vehicle for increased risk understanding. The exepnt of polarization :;:"._

is quite important, obviously, as evidenced in the recent Gorleben inquiry where

a panel of "expert" nuclear critics confronted a group of "expert" pro"-nüclèav

specialists in debate. -It is,"as Alvin Weinberg has noted, reuch iao're difficult

co "unscare'V than to "scare" people..---" Yèt "the'gap bet ween "public and expert

assessment of energy risks is so great as tó require efforts which at least help

the public put such risk into meaningful perspective and coiaparative context.

The fact of the matter is, however, that we are OUXLC ignorant as to how this is

best accomplished.

Objectives.

— to develop a comprehensive information base on various national
campaigns, specifically to include assessments of their relative
effectiveness for different objectives

— to categorize these campaigns according to their strategies of
risk coinniunication and public education

— to assess the actual accoaplishnents achieved by alternative
strategies of risk communication and consensus building, taking
account of cultural and institutional differences

— to relate findings to emerging scholarly research on the

r~j'~""-*'oj -•*- - — — - i r- ' ""•"-• ' — "'"' ' '

— to present specific recommendations to be observed by the
architects of such informational and educational campaigns.

Approach. Tha proposed project would consist of two research Modules:

(a) an intensive longitudinal study of the public informational
campaign now beginning for the 1980 referendum on nuclear
power in Sweden.

(b) a conparative analysis of the design and effectiveness of
various past campaigns conducted in a number of countries.
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Both could be conducted in an integrated prujtrct and, in fact, would carich

each other. But it also would be possible to engac-e them sequentially, a con-

straint being that Module 1 should begin immediately, or to select only one

module for study._.

. „ -.For the Swedish „referendum, an excellent opportunity exists for a study.

which is ongoing rather than retrospective, longitudinal rather than static. It

should examine"how the officials who "'design-the campaigns conceive of the problem

and structure their efforts—-their perception of-public information and attitudes,

objectives recognized, informational.strategies, chosen, the handling of Factual

vs. value issues, and criteria recognized for success. Besides monitoring

public opinion polls and the eventual referendum results, a panel of respondent

families (perhaps 25-35 families) should be selected for continuous, detailed

study over the coining «oaths. In addition to reinterviews, it nay be useful to

have each family keep a diary of infoi-ination sources, family discussions, and

issues of concern. This effort should draw upon the prior work"of Professor

Lennart Sjóberg of Göteborg and the current study of Professor Per Ragnersson of

Lund/Malinó*. This monitoring should, after establishing baseline knowledge,

attitudes, and concerns, chart the impact of the campaign as it unfolds on these

families- If such a study is to be conducted, however, it should preferably begin

by late fall of 1979 in order to create needed research instruments and to

Longitudinal studies relevant to the proposed research have been used in

the past for a variety of purposes.including voting studies, political campaign J

studies, psychological research, and various health studies. Noteworthy are the

voting studies in Britain by Butler and Stokes in the 1960's, the ongoing work

of the National Center for Health Statistics in the U. S., and the work of the
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Survey Research Center (University of Michigan) in Llie 1950 :Ü and 1900's.

Studies of this kind require methodological sophistication, particularly with

regard to reintarview procedures. In the Swedish case the study conclusions

should bring together the analyses directed at the architects of the campaign and

those for whos it is designed and specify the lessons to be learned.

Module 2, the comparative study of campaigns in different countries,-should

provide the context from which to evaluate the Swedish experience. It should be

sore "of an overview with a retrospective orientation.__.. Its goal is to specify

what can be learned from examining the design and attributes of information cam-

paigns and relating them to poll results, opinion surveys, the"'behavior-of

organized "opposition, ".and .public response. The outcomes of the campaign will be

compared with the initial aims .and put into socio-political context. To this end,

the various national studies of the campaigns should be systematically collected

and compared. Conclusions should be drawn as to what elements contribute to

acc.on-.nlish-ent of the goals set, thair success in achieving greater public under-

standing of risk, and the development of greater societal consensus. Specific

recor.sendations for improving energy risk information programs should be offered.

Several types of expertise will be required in the study. For the Swedish

longitudinal study (Module 1) expertise in public, opinion analysis, risk psy-

chology, and political science should be included. At least one member should ba

research. For the comparative study (Module 2), a research team with expertise

drawn from comparative politics, risk assessment, public policy analysis, and

sociology should be formed. Reviews of the completed work should be solicited

from scholars in the various countries represented in the range of campaigns

chosen.
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Effort. The estimated effort c m be distinguished by rjodul.es as fallows:

Si'"

Module 1: 12 person-months; Module 2: 6 person-months.

Research products. Each research module would result in a major report.

The Swedish longitudinal study should specifically relate campaign objectives

and strategy to outcomes and specify lessons to be learned. The comparative

study should provide a summary statement of the implications of cross-national

efforts to date for (a) campaigns within the Swedish context, and (b) the

tractability of the basic problem(s) over the short and long terms.

Project #7: Public-Attitudes in'Defining-Intolerable Risk Levels

One of the most perplexing problems confronting energy risk management is

determining'that level at which a particular risk becomes "intolerable" or,

conversely, "acceptable." It is apparent that the publics are snore demanding for

some types of risks than others. For example, while stringent safety standards

have been placed upon nuclear power and pesticides in many countries, high

fatality rates from automobiles are widely tolerated. In Sweden, for some risks

there has s03atir.es bean a tendency to equate any fatalities in the present genera-

tion as unacceptable and to-demand a no-effect level or risk. Yet for other risks

(e.g., accidents involving oil drillers in the North Sea) fairly high levels con-

tinue and are seemingly accepted. A better understanding ot public attituaes to

energy risks, particularly preferences for risk reduction, is essential if public

policies or regulations in the energy area are to win broad public support and if

decision-makers are not to be immobilized.

The proposed project would build upon the research results accomplished in a

nunber. of countries, including particularly the work of Decision Research in the

United States, IIASA in Vienna, and Sjöberg arid Svenson in Sweden. Previous



studies suggest that vhile various publics ĉ mioc order risks as accurately as

experts, they are not irrational either. Rather, there appear to be regular

differences between public and expert assessment of risk, and the gap is par-

ticularly large for some energy risks (as for radioactive vaste, disposal).

Interestingly the public apparently consistently overestimates certain well-.. -_-

publicized risks (e.g., botulism, pesticides, nuclear power) while underestimating.

a nuabar of more serious risks (e.g., smoking, alcoholism). Hereto this project

relates to the study of mass-media risk presentation (Project ??5). The pattern

of public response appears to.be related to

— objective properties of the risks involved (especially their
catastrophic potential, voluntary vs. involuntary nature,
newness of the risk) 7

— the magnitude of associated benefits, and the correspondence
between those benefiting and those at risk

the relative attention devoted to the risk by the mass media

— emotional and perhaps deep-seated fears

— other related social questions which impinge upon risk con-
siderations

Objectives. Objectives recognized for the study are

—• to define the perception by various publics of technological
risks (and especially energy risks) and to desired levels of
risk reduction,

•— to. relate patterns of perception to social groupings, types
of risks, characteristics of risks and benefits, and .mass-media

— to suggest raaans for incorporating public preferences in public
policy and regulatory processes and for improving public under-
standing of risks.

Approach. The proposed project does not seek to develop nes; methodologies

or theories. Rather, the intent is to draw upon the best of methods and tech-

niques already developed to profile Swedish public attitudes toward intolerable

risk levels. The goal is a pragmatic one—the resulting Information base ar.d



analysis should directly inform ongoing deliberations over energy policy in

Sweden, It should also facilitate che placing of Swedish attitudes into a

broader cross-national context.

A number of tasks are envisioned. At the outset there should be a searching

assessment of what is.already.-known-and a systematic development of the research

-problem."-.-Since .experiments will form the chief means of data collection, there

should be a."careful review of possible research instruments and procedures. This

should lead to a research design and selection of techniques. Particular•attention

will need to be given to the complexity of risk situations and ways of capturing

the critical elements of this complexity. Third, experiments are costly and

time-consuming; care will be needed to ensure the inclusion of a range of social

groupings. Pilot studies should be conducted to test preliminary design and

research instruments.

If sufficient support is available, this experimental work could be supple-

mented by attitude surveys conducted in the field. Should this be done, the

survey instruments should be closely linked to the results of the experiments.

It may also prove desirable to sub-contract the actual polling work tc a profes-

sional survey research organization (e.g., SIFO).

The project is well suited.for a collaborative effort by a psychologist

with prior experience, on risk questions and a technical scholar with broad

facilitate the incorporation of methods developed elsewhere and provide valuable

peer review of research designs.

Effort. Au estimated 15 person-months will be required, as well as support

for subject participation and computer analysis. The survey work would be an

add-on to this.
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Research products. Two research products "are cnvisione.d. First, a popular

treatment, similar to that presented by opinion pollers, should profile Swedish

public attitudes to risk and preferences for risk reduction. This should be

disseminated broadly to public officials, mass media, che unions, environmental

groups, and other interested parties. Second, a full technical report should

provide extended analyses of the data and present specific recommendations as

to hew public assessments can be used and improved.
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APPENDICES

In the course of preparing the recommended program of energy risk

research, a number of worthwhile projects or research needs were uncovered but

eventually not included in the program. The reasons often related ro assigned

priorities or to the degree of relevance to the energy area. In order that these

ideas not be lost, chey are stated in brief form in the appendices below.
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APPENDIX ï*

SUPPLEMENTARY ENERGY RISK PROJECTS

A. Improved Indicators of Health Risks . . . - . ,

; Indicators of health risks employed to characterize energy (and ether) ƒ

impacts are often inadequate for the task. Customarily the measures used are

deaths, total numbers of accidents, or lost man ƒ days per KWs year.- When the l&sc

is used., deaths are represented as6,000 lost"man/days, regardless of the agest

which death occurs. ~~~ 7 ; "_'"'_ ~ ~~:~ -" ~------: -----

Such health impact indicators are, of course, very gross. For example, lost

man/days fail to discriminate among the types of health effects, especially ill-

nesses, involved. Some relate to persons who recover and lead normal lives;

others involve progressive decline to incapacity or death; still others involve

continuing, long-term effects involving neither full -recovery nor full incapacity

Similarly there is need for indicators to gauge the psychological impacts of

energy risks. Part of this is a chronic effect, the nagging worry of those

residing near energy facilities or along transport corridors of accidents or daily

low-level exposure. This, in fact, is probably the least understood health risk

of routine facility operation. But, as the Three Mile Island accident has indi- *

exceed other health consequences. A careful exploration of indicators for this

class of health effects would be most valuable.

A useful project would overview the different indicators which have bean

employed to characterize these different health risks in the various energy risk

reports. Each indicator should undergo an evaluation of its utility and limi-

tations, and rscon-Lrnendaticns should indicate whether more satisfactorv health
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impact indicators are possible. • <

B. Extending the Dose Commitment Concept

As it his evolved in radiation protection, the dose commitment, concept

refers to the sum of all future doses resulting from radioactive materials

emitted in any given year. For nuclear power plants, this dose commitment is

customarily expressed in nan—rads or raan-rens per MWe year. Calculation of the

dose coranitnent requires, of course, a detailed knowledge of radioisotope com-

position, decay functions, pathways, and migration rates. The concept lias proved

a very useful one in energy policy deliberations.

A useful project would be one designed to explore the possibility of extend-

ing the dose commitment concept to other risk areas. Candidates might be combustion

organics from fossil fuels, heavy metals, or chemical emissions. Such a project

would, of course, be strongly anchored in basic scientific research but would

focus on converting results to risk assessment concepts. '""""""-

Appropriate research groups would be Professor Bo Lindell in Sweden and the

Monitoring and Assessment Research Centre in the United Kingdom.

C.• A Sourcebook for Energy Risk Hanagers

A sourcebook of useful information and key writings could be very helpful

to a variety ot people wno deal witn energy rxsK xssues. users OL sucn a uucuir-cut

would include: members of Parliament, bureaucrats and regulators, mass tnedia

representatives, labor union officials, scientists working on risk-oriented

committees, and industrialists.

The objectives of such a sourcebock would be several:

— to sensitize energy risk analysts to the complexity of risk
issues they face and the range of alternatives available to
then



to provide a "switching function"—to connect users with
needed sources of information and expertise for pursuing
issues of concern

— to deepen the practitioner's understanding of risk issues
through the inclusion of concise selections of key writings
dealing with energy risk assessment and management

We intentionally propose a sourcebook rather than a manual for we do not

sea the field of risk management as sufficiently mature to allow the statement

of broad prescriptive notions. The sourcebook should be open to regular updating

so that it remains current and so that it does not act as a barrier to new expert

ience and new ideas.- - The book should be designed from the outsat as dynamic in

"nature, with perhaps a notebook format capable of integrating new fillers or^ -

sections (as used in Environment Reporter in the U. S.).

Defining the scope, contents, and prospective users will, of course, be a

p.ajor task of the design of the sourcebook. Possible items for inclusion, however,

are

— an overview essay and a bibliography of the energy risk
taanageraent field

— a critical discussion of methods of risk estimation,
including fault-tree and event-tree analysis

— a survey of risk assessments illustrating application of
the nethods listed, including suiraaries of landmark energy
risk-assessments (e.g.,.,WA_SH-1400, Canvey Island, KBS 2)
together with critiques

— an overview of Swedish data bases containing energy risk

.provisions

— governmental committees and research organizations dealing
with risk issues: their mandates, activities, memberships,
and tiir.e frames

— a critical.review„of the "acceptable" risk question, with
particular attention to the nature of the problem and avail-
able approaches (e.g., risk comparison, banefit/cost analysis,
cost-effectiveness)



— Swedish and international monitoring systems for health and
environmental effects

I t is recoimnended that tha preparation of the sourcebook be a collaborative

effort of a risk scholar and an experienced practitioner, with the advice of a

broad advisory conmictee composed of potential Swedish users. _ ~ , ;~
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APPENDIX 2

OTHFR GENERAL RISK MANAGEMENT PROJECTS

A. Labor Unions and Occupational Risk

There is increasing concern in Sweden and elsewhere over the risks present

in the work environment. Characteristically, risks first become apparent In

the workplace where they often appear in more concentrated form. Generally, how-

ever, higher exposure levels are tolerated in the workplace than in public _

.'environments on the grounds that such risks are either voluntary 3" n_ nature or

-that workers - receive compensations for bearing larger risks._~'.. Z.-_:-.-—':'lr.-: i^i. _T_-- .-

Labor unions have an important role in identifying risks before worker

exposure has become widespread and in representing worker interests in safer

environments. Already Swedish worker unions (L.O. and T.C.O.) elect safety

ombudsnen (skyddsonibuds) who are present in factories aad are empowered to suspend

production temporarily if workers are endangered. But labor unions are also

concerned with employment, and this concern may sometiir.es conflict with risk-

reduction goals.

The proposed study would analyze the present functioning of Isbcr unions in

Sweden as a vehicle for creating safer work environments, comparing accomplish-

ments to date with what is possible. The project should establish a close working

relationship with the unions vhile retaining a position of independence. Specific

tasks might include:

— an assessment of what systematic monitoring or information
collection of worker-health effects exists by labor unions
to provide early identification of risks

— an inventory of those risks identified by labor unions in the
past



— BH annlvsLs of past and «resent efforts of labor unlo'is to
reduce occupational risks, both at the industry and the
society level, with particular attention to the effectiveness
of safety ombudsmen

— ait examination of the technical capability of unions in risk
evaluation,•specifically scientific, medical, and epidemio-
logical resources

— employing several case studies, an inquiry into how labor
unions resolve the conflict between the need for employment
and the need for worker safety

— an evaluation of the extent to which reduction of occupational
risk has become an element in collective bargaining between,
unions and management

— the formulation of specific recommendations to increase the
-." effectiveness of labor unions as risk managers

The approach to.the study should include interviews with labor" union"

officials, industrialists, and workers themselves.T Past and present activities

of the unions in the risk area should be carefully documented. Several case

studies of noteworthy occupational risks would augment the more general analysis

of labor union activity. Where available, worker grievances and col3.ective

bargaining agreements would provide useful data for analysis.

The project members should be drawn from general types of expertise; among

them labor union representatives, occupational medicine, toxicology, labor

history, law, and political science.

B. A Cancer Atlas for Sweden

Sweden has in its Cancer Registry an unusually extensive collection of

computerized data concerning the incidence of cancer. The Registry presently

lists all known cases, that information provided by local physicians. The

medical specifics are detailed along with dates and location, and the illness is

tracked over subsequent years. Already it has proved useful in the identifica-

tion of several carcinogenic risks, although occupational groupings (e.g., metal



workers) are sor:.<i times too general to pinpoint specific correlate."» and certain

typas of information (concerning smoking for example) are presently lacking.

But since the data go back to approximately 1959 and extend through 1972 and

since cancer incidence is recorded by individual commune, the opportunity exists,

for the preparation of a detailed cancer atlas, indicating historical trends as

well as present patterns. A current study by Professor Larsson reveals patches

of cancer distribution, with some significant geographical differences. Such

an atlas has been enormously useful in the united States and is now in considera-

tion or under development in a number of other countries.

C. Industrial Risk Management

Much of risk management occurs in the private rather than the public sector.

Daily decisions are made in industry in the development and design of products

which affect the exposure of workers and publics to l'isks. It is at this early

stage, of course, that the potential for risk control is greatest, because sub-

stantial investments and product dissemination have not yet occurred.

Presently there is extensive debate over ways to mesh the public and private

sectors in risk management. Some societies (e.g., the U. K.) have relied on a

cooperative approach between civil servants and industry, evoking concern over

the underregulation of risk occurring in decisions being laada behind closed doors.

setting, producing fear of over- or inappropriate regulation and needless con-

flict. Everywhere the question exists as to how to exploit best the competence

of industry in niore effective risk management.

Worst cases continually co:ae to our attention but suggest largely how things

go wrong. Since the concern is with learning from successful experience, the
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proieet proposed here is a best-case analysis-..of industrial risk ins na genen t.

The approach suggested is that a panel be formed to nominate several firms

ticularly noted for their "social responsibility" in progressive risk management,

as reflected in product stewardship and in protection of worker health. A.

research team should then develop an analysis of 'now risk reduction is incorpor-

ated into the productive process, how it is marketed, and how conflicts between

safety and profit needs are resolved. Suggestions should be made as to ways of

transferring success to other industrial risk managers.

D. Risk and the Developing Countries ;~ : ;

':--~L' Although considerable natural ha2ard research has been conducted on develop-

ing societies, scientific attention to risk management has centered strongly on

advanced industrial societies. Improved understanding is vary much needed as to

the special probless which confront developing societies as they deal wich the

spectrum of risks. The notion of "risk" itself may acquire new meaning within

the context of a developing society. And, of course, value conflicts may be

expected between risk reduction and developmental needs. Yet it appears that

developing societies are particularly vulnerable to risk associated with techno-

logical growth and the dissemination of products and productive processes from

the developed world.

A two—part project is suggested:

(1) • A comparison of how four developed and four developing societies

deal with conraon risks, designed'to elucidate the special

problems which tonfront developing societies in responding to

risk. Particular attention should ba given to the risk "profiles"

which characterize overall riskiness and to the adequacy of

existing institutions and expertise for managing risks.



(2) An analysis of the special probieas^osüd by the export o£

technological risk from developed to developing societies.

Such risk.export would appear to take several forras: the

export of products whose safety standards; have been defined

within the context of the exporting country, and the export

of the production process itself to realize greater profits

on lower workplace or ambient environmental safety standards.

Given Sweden's special role with developing societies, it would bs in a

particularly favorable position to coordinate an international effort on one or : _

both of these projects. -^ :-;--_- - J- " =: '-.,',.' _ \
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OTHER PROJECTS NOMINATED BY REVIEWERS

A< Institutions and Policy Consensus ever Risk Management

Vraat is the role of various institutions in shaping a societal consensus

over risk management policy? Sweden has taken the lead with its joint Parlia- .

nante.ry-lay conanissions, but the U. IC. has its Royal commissions,- the TJ. S. its

Presidential coTnraissions and referenda. Western Germany its "Burgerdialog" program-

The main issues to examine are: : :

— the methods by which such institutions are established and do,
_':;;_Z t h e i r w o r k -,--.- ~ T .---- •_".--••--;. . -. _.---.-.-". -_--'• - • -•_. :

-- how credible the findings are both in the public eye and ..in—" r =._
- the political mind . .

How much further can these quasi-parliamentary, quasi-expert panels be developed

in this crucial area? A project should evaluate these issues via a series of

detailed comparative case studies.

B. The Politics of Opposition

A project should focus" not so much on the motivation of opposition groups,

but how they build consensus, obtain information, and challenge authority. How

far can they be meaningfully co-opted without having salience? Again the nuclear

case stucixes cry out ±or intescigation here but there are coal, gas and oil

development opposition groups that are worth exploring on an international basis.

C. Responding to Risk Scares

What is the societal price of responding to public scares over energy risks''

If we gave up nuclear power for 10 years, for example, what would happen? How

could society cope? Ars there risks associated with conservation and alternative



energy system development that would exceed -those of nuclear or other energy

systems? What are the economic repercussions when certain energy decisions arc

delayed because of doubt and drawn-out review procedures for inordinate periods

of time?

D. The Politics r.f Energy Conservation

The tine is ripe for a detailed cross-national study of the politics of

energy conservation. Since Sweden seems to have a particularly good lead in

energy conservation deliberation., it Eight be treated GS an exemplary case.

E, Risk in Energy Folicy and Energy. Econonri cs -.

"--.—"—A project is needed to assess the importance; role, and function'-of--risk in

energy policy and energy econom.es. The "study "should, be'comparative in approach.

*"• Energy and Safeguards Policy

A st.udy is needed which compares and evaluates concepts and procedures used

in energy and safeguards policy. Risk assessment would be placed in the broader

frane of energy policy and management techniques. An effort should be made to

establish the relative importance of risk questions.
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